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PREFACE

Selection of an appropriate sharing rate for cost incentive con-

tracts might save the Federal Governki,.nt large sums of money each year.

Theoretical criteria for making this choice have long been known; how-

ever, no results have been established because suitable empirical anal-

yses of the problem are lacking.

This Memorandum considers the empirical evidence necessary for

determining appropriate sharing proportions. It shows what data are

needed, indicates how they should be used, and proposes a ineLhod for

collecting them.

The author is a consultant to The RAND Corporation.
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SUMMARY

Investigating the effects that cost incentives have on contractor

efficiency is important because it is the basis for choosing the appro-

priate sharing rate for Government contracts. The rationale for

incentive sharing arrangements is that they induce the contractor to

achieve a lower level of allowable cost than he would without incentives,

or than he would if the incentives were weaker. At present, there

exists no useful empirical information relating cost performance to the

sharing proportions. The only norm now available is the cost target

negotiated for each contract.

This study proposes that contractor efficiency be examined by

negotiating several sets of contract provisions for each future pro-

curement action, the sets corresponding to different sharing rates.

(Actual contract performance would naturally be governed by only one

set of provisions chosen after all the sets had been negotiated.) In

this way, the effect of incentive arrangements on cost targets

can be studied directly. The norm of each procurement becomes the

simple average of the several sets of data obtained. The cost score

is the difference between the norm and the allowable cost, expressed

as a percentage of the norm. The average of the cost scores for the

contracts performed at each sharing rate is a measure of expected,

performance at that sharing rate.

The averaging method proposed here is cross-section analysis,

which measures an average response throughout the aerospAce industry

to differences in sharing arrangements. Unfortunately, cross-section

analysis obscures differences among individual contractors, but it does

not make this type of analysis useless. When trying to select preferred

sharing arrangements, certainly an industry-wide average description

of contractor behavior is a better basis for choice than no information

at all. The extent to which the industry average is useful depends

upon the magnitude of the variations it conceals. One cannot be certain

in advance that the similarities are great enough to justify the analysis

proposed. After the results are available, however, the size of the

unexplained variations, judged in relation to the industry average, will

reveal the extent to which this average is a useful guide.

Preceding Page Blank . .-..
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The contracting process proposed here differs from present practice

in three ways. First, the Government must choose, at the beginning,

the exact nature of the sharing arrangements to be considered, leaving

only the levels of cost and profit targets for determination by nego-

tiation. Especially with very large contracts, there is now a tendency

for the contractor to negotiate about or even suggest the inumerical

values of the incentive sharing arrangements. Secund, the contractor

and the Government must reach agreement on pairs of targets associated

with each of several sharing proportions, whereas they presently need

agree only on one proportion and its associated targets. Third, before

the final sharing proportion is selected, the contractor should be

allowed to make offsettl.ng adjustments in the negotiated fee and cost

targets for each proposed sharing rate, substituting one for the other

in proportion to the sharing Late value. These adjustments have no

counterpart in present practice.

These changes to the contracting process are proposed to provide

data for the empirical analysis. For the analysis to be meaningful,

three conditions must be satisfied. These are that: (1) steps be

taken to ensure that the contract provisions negotiated at each sharing

proportion are the same as would have occurred had that sharing pro-

portion been the only une negotiated for that procurement; (2)

different sets of contract provisions encompass a wide range of sharing

rates; and (3) aspects of the incentive arrangements other than the

sharing proportion itself be kept uniform for all procurements studied

in the analysis.

A brief investigation of the institutional environment of contract

negotiations suggests that the proposed innovations are feasible. The

data generated under this proposal will clarify the relationships between

the sharing rate, target cost and target profit, and will provide a

basis for evaluating the effect of cost incentives on contractor efficiency.

- .. : -. , -.. . . . . . .- -it
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I. INTRODUCTION

The weapons budget of the United States Government is very large.

Even small savings in it, on the order of a few perc-nt, amount to hun-

dreds of miLlions of dollars each year. One possible way to achieve

such savings is to improve the contractual arrangements under which

private companies develop and produce the weapons that the Government
i ~buy s.

Research on contracting touches only one aspect of the weapons

acquisition process. It is not concerned at all with what the Govern-

ment should buy. It shows evidence of only slight interest in whom toI buy It from. Its major emphasis Ls on the choice of preferred contrac-

tual arrangements, once the Government has decided what it wants and

whom It wants to supply it. This choice, restricted though It be, is

still an important one. Its importance is indicated by a recent report

of the Secretary of Defense that "ten cents is saved for each dollar

shifted from CPFF (cost-plus-fixed-fee) to other forms of contracts."

In conformity with its belief that contracting does matter, and

that incentive contracts are better than GPFF contracts, the Department

of Defense has encouraged the use of incentive contracts. As a result,

procurements worth about $5.5 billion each year have been shifted frOL,,

cost-plus-fixed-fee to firm-fixed-price (FFP) nnd fixed-price incentive

(FPI) contract forms.

The theoretical justification for incentive contracting can be

easily explained once the operation of the process is described. When

negotiating the contract, the Government and the contractor agree upon

a project's target cost and target profit. At the same time, they

choose a sharing formula. When the project is completed, the two par-

ties negotiate to determine what allowable expenditures were made in

doing the work. The Government then pays these allowable costs, plus

the contractor's profit. If the allowable costs are less than the

1 target cost, the contractor's profit is increased by some proportion

of the savings. This proportion is determined by the sharing for-

mula agreed upon in the original negotiations. Similarly, if the

Preceding Page Blank
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allowable costs exceed the target, the contractor's profit is reduced

by his share of the overrun.

Algebraically, the final cost to the Goverument is given by

the following

* *

Cf . P + r(C -C) + C

= P + rC + C(I - r)

where C, - final cost to the Government,

P = target profit,

C = target cost,

C = actual cost,

r = sharing rate.

The sharing formula in most incentive contracts specifies that

the contractor~s profit is increased by a fixed percentage of the dif-

ferunce between target cost and allowable cost. If actual coat exceeds

the target, this difference is negative, and the contractor's profit

is reduced by the same percentage of the overrun. This percentage

is called the sharing rate. In virtually all fixed-price incentive

contracts, it is between 5 and 40 percent--most often it is 20

percent.

Incentive sharing is an important feature of contracting because

it is believed that the incentives lead to lower allowable costs. The

reason is obvious: by reducing allowable costs, the contractor in-

creases his profit; and since the project management is in a good posi-

tion to control costs, it takes advantage of this opportunity to in-

ctease its profit.

Furthermore, the higher the sharing rate, the stronger the in-

centive to reduce allowable cost. it may therefore be expected that
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higher sharing rates lead to lower lavels of allowable cost. If this

argument is carried to its logical conclusion, it appears that firm-

fixed-price contracts, which offer the strongest poss'ible incentives,

should lead to the lowest possible costs for the Government. Since

cost reduction is desirable, why not negotiate all contracts on a

fixed-price basis? The answer lies in the fact that the large cost

uncertainties inherent in so many of the products purchased by the

military introduce so great an element of risk that larger target pro-

fits would be necessary to induce contractors to accept many contracts.

Should target profits be held relatively constant, the risk factor would

appear in inflated target costs. The basic problem of incentive con-

tracting is to decide how strong cost incentives should be, given that

imposition of stronger incentives a,.so requires the Government to pay

higher risk premiums.

Higher incentive rates not only provide impetus for the reduction

of allowable costs, but also provide a conflicting impetus. The higher

the sharing rate, zhe greater the benefit to the contractor of negoti-

ating an inflated target cost. The question that has not yet been sat-

isfactorily answered is how inflated target costs are traded off against

cost reductions as a function of the sharing rare. It is the purpose

of this Memorandum to suggest a means whereby this question may be

resolved.

The importance of empirical information showing the effect of dif-

ferent incentive sharing arrangements on total cost to the Air Force

should not be underestimated. Consider, for example, the problem of

trying to minimize the total price for a given contract, and suppose

that two alternative arrangements are a CPFF contract and an FPI con-

tract. To decide which leads to a lower total price, it is necessary

to know whether the reduction in allowable cost induced by the incen-

tive provision does or does not exceed the addition to profit resulting

from an increased target cost that may be expected on the FPI contract.

t
An FFP contract, in effect, allows the contractor to retain, as

profit, the full amount of any cost reductions that he can achieve,
and similarly forces him to absorb completely any unexpected additional

costs that are incurred.

__________________________

i-
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In fact, the empirical information needed LO make this determination

is not available. Section 11 of this Memorandum explains why existing

data a-e inadequate for empirically studying the effects of cost incen-

tives on total cost. It goes on to show what additional information is

needed for estimating these effects. Section III discusses in detail

a proposal for obtaining the necessary data by expanding the scope of

cont:-act negotiations. Section IV then explains how the data obtained

under this proposal can be used to determine the preferred incentive

sharing arrangements.

Throughout this Introduction, it has bcuen tacitly understood that

the preferred sharing rate in question is the one leading to the low-

esL total price for the Government. This assumption is retained for

Secs. II and III. In effect, it provides the criterion for solving

the basic contracting problem posed above.

This particular criterion is not, however, the only possibility.

it is used here only because it is the simplest way to focus attention

on the problem of empirically determining the relationships among the

sharing rate, profits, and allowable cost. A broader and more accurate

view of the role of contracting requires consideration of additional

factors. For example, an argument for preferring fixed-price arrange-

ments is that they facilitate direct price competition. And even when

FFP arrangements are not used, stronger incentives ease the task of

choosing the contractor apt to achieve the lowest cost, as J. J. McCdll

points out. Other perspectives on contracting, questioning the im-

portance of price cutting, are shown in R. E. Bickner's study.it The

suitability of various preference criteria involving cost and profits

is discussed briefly in Sec. IV of this Memorandum as well.

These and other studies show that additional work is needed to

develop proper criteria for selecting preferred incentive arrangements.

But whatever criteria are used, they are likely to give at least some

tJ. J. McCall, An Analysis of Military Procurement Policies, The

RAND Corporation, RM-4062-PR (DDC No. AD 454929), November 1964.
ttR.t E. Bickner, The Changing Relationship Between The Air Force

and the Aerospace Industy, The RAND Corporation, KH-4101-PR (DDC No.
AD 60c779), July 1964.

rt
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'eight to the levels of cost and profit that are achieved. It is there-

fore important to continue also with the empirical work discussed here,

wihich is aimed at measuring the achievable combinations of cost and

profits.

I-
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I1. AN EMPIRICAL METHOD FOR MEASURING THE EFFECTS OF INCENTIVES

From the Introduction, it is clear that the selection of the shar-

ing proportion affects both the allowable cost and the target cost.

To choose the preferred sharing proportion, an empirical estimate of

the magnitude of these effects is required. This section shows that

present contracting procedures do not generate sufficient information

to make this empirical determination. It then explains a modifica-

tion of existing coLItracting practice that will, if adopted, provide

the data necessary for empirical measurement of the effect of incen-

tives on allowable cost and on profit.

THE BASIC PRINCIPLES: A PREVIEW

The basic ideas are quite simple. For each procurement action,

the effect of incentives on allowable cost is measured with respect to

a cost norm for that procurement. The higher the sharing rate, the

lower the allowable cost should be, expressed as a percentage of the

norm. The difficulty in measuring the magnitude of this effect arises

because the norms are hard to establish. The problem is that different

procurements are for different products, or entail different kinds of
work.

The only possible cost norm that is presently available for each

procurement action is the cost target in the contract covering that

procurement. But this target is not a satisfactory norm, at least not

for measuring the effect of different sharing rates on allowable cost.

The reason is that the target itself, as determined in the negotiation

process, may depend upon the sharing rate. It is therefore impossible

to determine whether allowable cost, expressed as a percentage of this

norm, responds differently to different sharing rates because of cost

savings or because of changes in the norm.

Note that this argument is not an absolute objection to the nor-

mative use of negotiated cost targets, but applies only because targets

are negotiated at different sharing proportions. An obvious way to con-

struct norms, then, is to negotiate cost targets for all procurement
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actions at the same sharing rate. But it is impossible to negotiate

all cost targets for all procurements at the same sharing rate: the

cost target is an essential part of the contract and must be negotiated

at the sharing rate under which the contract is performed. The solu-

tion is to negotiate two or more cost targets for each procurement

action: one (or more) at a sharing rate common to other procurements,

and therefore suitable as a cost norm; another at the sharing rate

under which the contract is actually to be performed.

Once the principle of negotiating cost targets at more than one

51-aring proportion is recognized, there is a more general way of apply-

ing it to the empirical analysis of the relationships among the sharing

proportion, costs, and profits. One first computes an average relation-

ship between the sharing proportion and the ratio of allowable cost to

target cost. This relationship encompasses two effects: the impact of

the sharing rate on negotiated target costs; and the cost reductions

resulting from improved efficiency. The first is measured by using the

data generated in the multiple sets of negotiations to establish empir-

ically an average relationship showing the impact of different sharing

rates on cost targets. This is then used to abstract the impact of

the sharing rate on cost targets. What remains is a relationship re-

flecting the changes in allowable cost that result from changes in the

sharing rate. The purpose of this entire section is to explore in de-

tail the method for empirically developing this average relationship

between the sharing proportions and allowable cost.

Consider first the nature of the information desired. We wish to

know, for an individual procurement, how the sharing proportion in the

contract will affect the allowable cost achieved by the contractor.

This information might show, for example, that allowable cost will be

3 percent lower if a 40-percent sharing rate is adopted instead of a

20-percent rate. Information of this kind cannot, of course, be ob-

tained by studying any single procurement in isolation. With only one

contract and only one cost outcome, no comparisons can be made.

What is required, then, is an analysis of a number of different

procurements, performed under contracts with different sharing

_ _ _ _ _ i

________
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proportions. Cost comparisons between contracts are based on the

assumption that a given sharing proportion has a similar effect on

whatever contract it is applied to. Using this assumption, it is

possible to make such a statement as, "On the average, allowable cost

is 3 percent lower in contracts with a 40-percent. sharing rate than in

contracts with a 20-percent sharing rate."

The difficulty in making this type of comparison between different

procurements is that the sharing proportion is not the only factor

affecting allowable cost. One contract may be for 33 B-52 jet bombers,

another for half a dozen radar tracking sets of advanced design; it is

absurd to attribute the difference in allowable cost between these pro-

curements only to differences in the sharing proportion. For cost com-

parisons between contracts to be meaningful, it is first necessary to

take account of the other factors affecting cost; chief among these is

some notion of the size of the job, or the amount of work to be done.

-This cat be accompl.shed using a cost norm for each procurement. The

cost norms should reflect the expected differences in allowable cost

if all contracts are performed under the same sharing proportion.

The purpose of negotiating more than one cost target for each procure-

ment is to help establish cost norms having this essential property.

Once a set of cost norms is obtained, the allowable cost achieved

on each contract is stated as a percentage of the norm for that con-

tract. These percentages, or cost scores, are then compared for con-

tracts performed at different sharing proportions. If the average

scnre on contracts performed at a 40-percent sharing rate is 95 percent,

whereas the average score at 20-percent sharing is 98 percent, this

evidence is the heais for the assertion that, on the average, allowable

cost is 3 percent lower at 40-than at 20-percent sharing.

No attempt is made to explain exactly the level of allowable cost

achieved on each individual contract; and it is not certain that varia-

tions in the sharing arrangements have exactly the same effect on all

contracts. It is hoped only to compute an industry-wide average for

the cost reductions that can be achieved with the appropriate sharing

proportion. What the assertion implies, then, is that adopting a

40-percent sharing rate instead of a 20-percent rate can be

-
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expected to save, on the average over a number of future procurements.

approximately 3 percent of allowable cost, just as it presumably would

have saved an average of about 3 percent of allowable cost on the past

contracts actually negotiated at 20 percent, had they been performed
t

instead at 40-percent sharing.

We reemphasize that this type of assertion is a statistical in-

ference, based on the assumption that the forces determining a contrac-

tor's negotiating behavior and cost performance are similar on all pro-

curements. There are, of course, unexplained variations in allowable

cost on individual contracts. However, if they are random events--or

at least occur randomly with respect to the sharing rates--then they

tend to average out over a number of contracts.

There is always a danger that some systematic but unrecognized de-

terminant of the relationships among the sharing pioportion, negotiating

behavior, and cost performance will be omitted from the analysis. If

this unrecognized determinant is not distributed randomly with respect

to the sharing rates, then some of the variations in allowable cost that

it caiyses will be mistakenly attributed to variations in the incentive

arrangements. Moreover, if the systematic relationship between this

deterl-nant and the sharing rate changes in the future, then predictions

based on past performance will be somewhat in error on account of its

omission. Lii general, the accuracy of predictions based on the forth-

coming analyis will depend upon the extent to which all of the relevant

factors are inc'u,!ed in it.

.MODIFIED CONTRACING ARRANGDIEN ARE NEEDED

The preview gave the theoretical basis for measuring the impact

of incentive sharing arrangements on allowable cost. Turn now to the

tis not certain a prLori that changes in the sharing arrange-
ments have a fixed percentage effect on allowable cost for all contracts.
This assumption is used here only for concreteness in the example. It
is certainly more plausible than the other obvious and simple possibility,
namely that incentives have the same absolute effect on allowable cost
for all contracts. A complete econometric analysis will, of course,
consider these and other possibilities, In order to discover the true
nature of this effect. A more rigorous model of the proposed empirical

analysis is presented in the Appendix.

M
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practical problems of measuring this impact. In particular, consider

the problem of defining the cost norm for each contract.

Note firsL that the only norm available under existing contracting

arrangements is the cost target ngotiated for each contract. Unfor-

tunately, normative use of cost targets is unwarranted, and may lead to

systematic distortion of the true relationship between the sharing pro-

portice and allowable cost. This subsection develops this point in

detail, and explains why contracting arrangements must be modified to

generate adequate data for an empirical measurement of the effects that

cost incentives have on allowable cost.

If cost targets are given normative significance, then the cost

score on a contract depends simply on the percentage underrun. Suppose

that the average underrun is 3 percent on contracts with 15-percent

sharing, and 7 percent on contracts with 30-percent sharing. Does this

mean that contractors are, on the average, able to reduce allowable

cost by 4 percent more when the sharing rate is 30 percent than when

it is 15 percent? Certainly not. This argument fails to consider that

the targets in contracts with 30-percent sharing may be systematically

different--slacker or tighter--than they are in contracts with 15-percent

sharing.

There are at least three reasons for expecting targets to be chosen

differently for contracts at different sharing rates. First, the higher

the sharing rate, the stronger the contractor's incentive to bargain

harder for a high target. At a low sharing rate, it does not make much

difference what the target cost is; but at a high sharing rate, there

are large rewards for negotiating a slack target. Second, contracts

with high sharing rates are riskier for the contractor than contracts

with low sharing rates, because overruns lead to greater losses. One

possible reaction to the danger of a large and costly overrun is to

insist upon a higher target if the sharing rate is high rather than

if it is low.t

An experimental study of risk aversion in incentive contracting,
using college students as subjects, is reported in G. J. Feeney,
W. H. McGlothlin, R. J. Wolfson, Risk-Aversion in Incentive Contracting?
An Experiment, The RAND Corporation, RM-4231-PR (DDC No. AD 604851),
August 1964. The results support the suggestion given here.

~11 ____ ____ ____ ____



A third factor that may influence the negotiatLon of target costs

indicates that targetx may be lower, rather than higher, for high

sharing rates. If a contractor expects an underrun, an increase in

the sharing proportion increases his ?%pected profit, because it In-

creases his share of the expected underrun. A contractor expecting a

large underrun may decide that this gain outweighs the added risk of a

high sharing rate, and he may accept a lower target at a high sharing

rate than he would at a low one. For example, an underrun of 10 percent

of target cost adds only 1.5 percentage points to profit at a sharing

proportion of 15 percent, but adds 3 percentage points at a sharing

proportion of 30 percent. A contractor expecting such an underrun

foresees, if he accepts a 30-percent instead of a 15-percent sharing

rate, an additional profit equal to 1.5 percent of allowable cost,

simply because the sharing proportion is higher. He may therefore be

willing to accept a lower cost target that takes away part, but not all,

of this expected gain.

Since there is no empirical evidence about the effect of different

sharing rates on the negotiation of cost targets, an observed relation-

ship between the sharing proportion and the average underrun proves

nothing about the effect of cost incentives on allowable cost. This is

because the observable relationship confounds the effect of the sharing

rate on allowable cost with its effect on cost targets; and the two

effects cannot be separated without additional information. Moreover,

because the impact of cost incentives on cost targets involves forces

acting in opposing directions, it is not even known whether targets are

higher or lower at higher sharing rates. Therefore, an increase in the

percentage underrun may either overstate or understate the cost reduc-
tions obtained by going from a lower sharing proportion to a higher

one.

Unfortunately, the relationship between the sharing rate and the

percentage underrun is the only one that can be determined from the

historical record of procurement contracts. Its inadequacy suggests

a new departure. To measure the relationship between sharing rates

and allowable cost, it is first necessary to know something about the

way sharing rates affect the negotiation of cost targets. The way to
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find out what these effects are is to actually negotiate two or more

different targets for a single procurement, each target corresponding

to a different sharing rate. In this way, the effect of the incentive

arrangements on cost targets can be studied directly.

This proposal Lnvolves a chinge in existing contracting procedures.

The administrative aspects of implementing the proposed change are dis-

cussed in Sec. 111. The remaining parts of the current section are

devoted to a detailed analysis showing how the proposed change will

provide the information necessary to determine the effect of cost

incentives on allowable cost.

ILLUSTRATVE USE OF DtE POPOSAL

The use of multiple sets of negotiated cost and profit targets is

illustrated in this subsection by a sequence of examples. An oversim-

plified example, involving only two procurements, is discussed first.

A realistic version of this example, -nvolving the same two hypothetical

procurements, is then considered. An attempt to interpret the results

of this example indicates why a number of contracts are necessary for

the analysis in order to obtain reliable average relationships. The

power of the averagivg method is then illustrated by a final example,

involving nine hypothetical procurements. That leaves, for the final

subsection, a statement of the more general method for using sets of

negotiations to study the effect of incentive sharing arrangements on

allowable cost.

Two Simple Examples

In the first example, one of the hypothetical contracts Ls for

mLsslte production and the other for aircraft production. Each con-

tractor is told that targets must be negotiated for sharing rates of

both 15 and 30 percent. These negotiations are completed before either

contractor ts informed which sharing formula will be used to determine

his actual profit. The results of the negotiations are shown in

Table 1 (the other information in the table may be disregarded for the

moment). The missile contractor is seen to have asked for a higher

I ~
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target profit at the 30-percent shating rate (and has also negotiated

a higher target cost). The aircraft contractor has chosen targets in

the same pattern, but they are exactly three times the size of the

targets for the missile contract.

Table 1

RESULTS OF 'mR(ET NEGOTIATIONS: FIXED RATIO

r - .15 - r - 30 Avg All*-

Target Target Target Target Target able Cost
Contract Profit Cost Profit Cost Cost Cost Score

Missiles 17 203 18 205.7 204.3 193 94.4
Aircraft 51 609 54 617 613 600 97.9

After the negotiations are completed, but before production begins,

the missile contractor is told that the 30-percent sharing rule, and

the targets corresponding to it, will be used to determine his actual

profit. The aircraft contractor is told to operate according to the

15-percent sharing rule with the appropriate targets.

Now suppose the actual outcomes are the ones shown in Table 1. A

comparison of the two sets of targets for each contract is convincing

evidence that the aircraft procurement is expected to require exactly

three times as much work as the missile procurement. However, if the

allowable cost of the missiles is multipled by three, it is still 3.5

percent less than the allowable cost of the aircraft, indicating the

missile contractor was 3.5 percent more effective in cutting costs than

the aircraft contractor.

This result can also be obtained by computLng a cost score for each

contract. Th eliminate the sharing rate's effect on the targets, the

norm for each procurement is defined as the average of the targets for

the two sharing rates. The allowable cost of the missiles is 94.4 percent

of the average of the two targets, and this is 3.5 points better than

the score for the aircraft contractor. The result is the sme as that

given by direct comparison of the costs.

1.
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This example is oversimplified because the way the targets are

constructed avoids a problem certain to arise if two sharing rules are

actually negotiated for a pair of contracts. In the hypothetical con-

tracts described here, the ratio of the cost targets for aircraft and

missiles is exactly the same, 3:1, at each of the two sharing rates.

Furthermore, the ratio of the profit targets is also 3:1 at each sharing

rate. Under these conditions, It is easy to infer that the aircraft

procurement is expected to require exactly three times as much work as

the missile procurement, in some normative sense. In realistic nego-

tiations, the two contractors will not react in exactly the same way

to a change in the sharing rate, and the results may resemble Table 2.

Now there are four different estimates of the relative sizes of the two

contracts, obtained from the ratios of the cost targets and the profit

targets at each sharing proportion. The problem is to combine these

estimates into a single measure of the relative amounts of work re-

quired for the two procurements.

Table 2

RESULTS OF TARGET NEGOTIATIONS: REALISTIC

Allow-
r - .15 r - .30 able
C * * * Norm cost Cost

Contract PL5 CL5 1l5 >30 3 S 3 0  (N) (C) Score

Missiles L7 203 201.9 18 205.7 207.0 204.5 193 94.4
Aircraft 48 624 602.6 51 630 623.4 613.0 600 97.9

The profit targets as well as the cost targets are relevant because

the sharing formula for determining actual profit includes both targets.

The total profit is the ý.arget profit P plus the product of the sharing

proportion r (written as a decimal fraction, not as a percentage) and

the cost underrun (C - C), ort

This formulation is strictly correct only in the range where
price ceilings, cost ceilings, etc., do not come into play. These com:-
plications will be mentioned itn Sec. III and discussed in the Appendix.

II
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(I) P -P + r(C -C).

This can bs rewritten as

(2) P- (P + rC*) -rC.

This equation shows that an increase of one dollar iy. the týrget cost

exactly balances a decrease of r dollars in the target profit.

Some contractors may prefer higher target profits and tighter cost

targets, whereas others prefer lower target profits and more slack in

their cost targets. During the original negotiations, it is possible

for the contractor to trade higher target profits for lower cost tar-

gets,t so the cost targets alone are not an unbiased estimate of con-

tract size.

Comparing Table 2 with Table 1, it is apparent that the aircraft

contractor prefets slack cost targets, especially at high sharing rates,

even though his target profits are lower because of them. This pref-

erence makes him look very inefficient if only his cost targets are

considered when establishing the norm for contract size. A more rea-

sonable procedure is to include both target profit and target cost in

the estimate of contract size, according to the weights with which

they appear in sharing formula (2). Thus, the expression (P + rC )

is taken as a standard for measuring contract size. This standard is,

of course, about (8.5 + 100-r) percent of target cost, because target

profit is usually about 8.5 percent of cost. It is therefore conve-

nient to divide (P + rC ) by (r + .385) in order to obtain an estimate

that is approximately the same ize as the finnl negotiated cost will

actually be. The quantity

See L. E. Preston, Contract Negotiatious and Results.. &Lrcraft
Procurement: Case Studies of A-52 and B-58, The RAND Corpozation,
10M-3254-PR, September 1962.

___ 41
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is denoted by S in Table 2 (the subscripts distinguish targets nego-r

tiated at different sharing rates). S is thus a standard way of mea-r

suring, on the basis of a single pair of cost and profit targets nego-

tiated at the sharing rate 1, the probable amount of work required in

a procurement action. When comparing dirferent procurements, division

by (r + .085) does not affect the relative size of the two contracts,

as e-timated from the targets negotiated at the same shar' g rate, be-

cause the factor (r + .085) cancels from the ratio. The arbitrariness

of the factor does, however, mea' that the standard cannot be used for

compitiog an absolute measure of cost performance; but neither are cost

targets alone an absolute standard for performance even in the fortunate

case that profit targets are in exactly the same ratio as cost targets.

This definition of contract size introduces target profits into

the estimate, but it still leaves two different estimates of the rela-

tive sizes of the two procurements, one obtained at each sharing rate.

In the example shown in Table 2, the combined target S 1 5 for aircraft

is less than three times the combined target S for the missile pro-

curement; but at a 30-percent sharing rate, the combined target for the

aircraft procurement is more than three times that for the missiles.

This resuit occurs because the table illustrates a realistic case in

which the two contractors do not react the same way during the negoti-

ations to changes in the sharing proportion. Both contractors have

higher target profits at 30- than at 15-percent shar• but the cost

target it lojer for missiles and higher for aircraft at the higher

sharing proportion. Divergences like these are certain to occur when

multiple sets of negotiations are undertaken, and the method of anal-

ysis must be prepared for them.

The obvious solution is to let the average of the two Sr's be used

to compute the relative amounts of work expected for the two procure-

ments. This average is called the norm for the procurement. In general,

the norm is the best measure of the probable work required in a procure-

ment, because it is obtained by averaging all the distinct measures Sr

that are known for -hat procurement. In Table 2, the ratio of the norms

is 2.9976:1; and since 2.9976 times the allowable cost of the missiles

is 3.5 percent less than the allowable cost of the aircraft, the infererce

"- " • • - .- |' W l - - - - - -
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is that the missile contractor was 3.5 percent more effective in con-

trolling cost than the aircraft contractor.

As in Table 1, this same result can be obtained more simply by

comparing the allowable cost for each contract directly to the norm

for that contract, calling the ratio of allowable cost to the norm the

cost score. The difference between the cost scores is 3.5 percent,

which is the same as the figure obtained by the first method. Note,

incidentally, that the cost scores computed in Table 2 are better than

those in Table 1, where the target profits averaged more than 8.5 per-

cent of the cost targets; but the cost scores for both the missile con-

tractor and the aircraft contractor are reduced by approximately the

same amount, and the difference between the two scores, which measures

the cost reduction induced by using the higher instead of the lower

sharing rate, is unchanged.

Interpreting the Results

The second of the two examples just presented illustrates the

problem of combining more than one set of cost and profit targets to

define a norm against which a contractor's cost performance can be

measured. Further consideration of this problem is deferred to the

last part of this subsection. The suspension is necessary because one

cannot discuss the proper way of defining the norm without knowing

exactly how it will be used; and this means knowing how the score ob-

tained by comparing allowable cost to the norm will be interpreted.

Now consider this problem of interpretation.

Suppose that some contractor has a large overrun, say on the order

of 20 percent. This will give him a very poor cost score. Does it

also mean that he was grossly inefficient, and did a poor job of con-

trolling costs? It may, but the large overrun will probably be attri-

buted, even by impartial judges, to some unavoidabie circumstance not

foreseen when the contract was signed. It will probably be argued that

no contractor could have done the job for the target cost actually chosen,

although a more perceptive contractor might have foreseen the obstacles

and chosen a higher target. In short, a large overrun is usually attri-

buted to an unrealistic cost estimate, not to the poor performance of

the contractor. This is just another way of saying that allowable cost
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is, to some extent, a random variable that the contractor controls only

partially, and that he cann,)t estimate with certainty when the contract

is signed. Good management reduces the expected valtee of allowable

cost, but adverse random effects give come efficient contractors a very

poor score, and sheer good luck gives some inefficient ones a good score.

Although these random events exist, they are outweighed, on the average,

by the good scores that go to most efficient contractors and the poor

scores for most inefficient ones. This argument proves, then, that a

cost score is not a very good measure for the performance of a single

contractor.

But cost scores are not designed to judge the performance of an

individual, contractor. Their object is to show what average effects

on allowable cost are due to differences in the sharing proportion on

different groups of contracts. The question is not whether one missile

contractor with a 30-percent sharing rate had a better cost record than

one aircraft manufacturer with a 15-percent sharing rate. The question

is whether costs are controlled more effectively on the average in all

contracts performed with 30-percent sharing than they are in those with

15-percent sharing. To find out, the cost scores for a number of pro-

curements are grouped according to the sharing rates under which the

contracts were actually performed, and the average score for each group

is calculated. The average score of many contractors still contains

random elements, but if the number of procurements is large, the random

fluctuations on individual contracts tend to cancel out.

Averaging a Number of Contracts

To show how this method of averaging works, nine hypothetical pro-

curements, each negotiated for sharing rates of 10, 15, and 25 percent,

are described in Table 3. The actual outcomes, and the targets corre-

sponding to the sharing rates actually used, were taken from the histor-

ical record. The targets corresponding to the other two sharing rates
for each contract were, of course, invented. The quantity S is computed

r
as

P + r * C

r r I• r + .085

The data were supplied by R. E. Johnson of The RAND Corporation,
and apply to contracts negotiated during fiscal 1962 and 1963.

I I
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for each contract, and for each of the three sharing rates, r - 10, 15,

and 25 percent. The norm for each procurement is the simple average

of the three S 's. The cost score is the allowable cost, expressed asr

a percentage of the norm. The average of the cost scores for the three

contracts performed at each sharing rate is a measure of expected per-

formance at that sharing rate.

The data cbosen for this example shov., better cost scores at higher

sharing rates. This illustration is not, of courae, empirical evidence

of better performance at nigher sharing rates in the past, because two-

thirds of the targets used in making up the norms were invented pre-

cisely to show this pattern. In order to apply the method in practice,

it Ls necessary to actually negotiate several sets of target costs on

a single procurement contract.

The averaging method proposed here is called cross-section analy-

sLs, because it studies the. behavior of different contractors in a

whole range of different--but hopefully similar--situations. It should

be noted that this type of analysis measures an average response,

throughout the aerospace industry, to differences in sharing arrange-

ments. If the responses of the different contractors are precisely

similar, then the industry average describes what can be expected of

each of them individually. Almost certainly, ho:#ever, there are

variations in the way different contractors respond to similar changes

in the sharing arrangements; and the analysis proposed here makes no

attempt to measure these variations. Indeed, it either ignores them

or treats them as disturbances that mask an otherwise clear

relationship.

One place where variations in contractor behavior appear is in the

choice of a combination of cost and profit targets, and in the way that

choice varies with changes in the sharing proportion. Because of these

tThe mathematical Appendix explains how it is possible to use the

same data, provided it Ls gathered in sufficient quartLties, for this
measurement also. It shows, however, that many years may be required
before enough experience is gained with each individual contractor to
try to measure his performance separately.

p|

-P- t--- -
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variatioras when comparing two procurements, the ratios of cost and

profit targets at different sharing proportions are not all the same,

as in the first of our simple examples. That is why the second simple

example introduced an arbitrary evaluation form.la to remove the differ-

ences among these ratios. In the alternative approach discussed in the

subsection immediately following, these variations will appear as ran-

dom disturbances clustered about an average relationship between the

sharing proportion and the targets.

The second place where variations in contractor behavior appear

is in the response of their cost performances to changes in the sharing

arrangements. The analysis proposed here will estimate a single, in-

dustry-wide average response, and again treat firm-to-firm variations

as random disturbances clustered about this average relationship.

These variations, together with allowable cost which is not perfectly

controllable, account for differences between the cost scores of con-

tractors working under the same sharing arrangements, but on different

procurements. Such differences were illustrated in our last example,

where they too were removed by an averaging procedure.

The fact that cross-section analysis obscures differences among

individual contractors is unfortunate, but it does not make this type

of analysis usseless. At present, there exists no useful empirical in-

formation relating cost performance to the sharing proportion. When

trying to select the preferred sharing proportion, certainly an industry-

wide average descripLion of contractor behavi.or is a better basis for

choice than no information at all. The extent to which the industry

average is useful depends upon the magnitude of the variations it con-

ceals. If the individual firms differ widely in their contracting be-

havior and cost pu.-formance, then the czoss-section average is little

better than pure guesswork in dealing with a single contractor on a

single procurement. On the other hand, if different firms exhibit

closely similar responses, then the industry average may be extremely

valuable as a guide. One cannot be -ertain in advance that the similar-

ities are great enough to justify the analysis proposed here. After

the results are available, however, the size of the unexplained varLa-

tions, judged Ln relation to tthe industry average, will reveal the
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extent to which this average is a useful guide. Meanwhile, since

businesses everywhere must respond to the same types of market and

nornmarket forces, and since cross-section analysis has been used suc-

cessfully to study many other industries, it may be expected that our

proposal will also generate useful information.

USE OF THE PROPOSAL: AN ALTERNATIVE APPRO•CH

The examries in the preceding subsection illustrate the type of

result that can be achieved by implementing the proposal embodied in

this Memorandum. This subsection explains a more general analytical

approach to the data that the proposal will generate. This approach

is stated intuitively, and a mathematical treatment is contained in

the Appendix.

The basic principle, as stated earlier, is to estimate a relation-

ship showing the impact of the sharing proportion on the cost and

profit targets. This relationship is then used as a tool for measuring

the impact of the sharing proportion on cost performance. This second

relationship, of course, is the objective of the entire analysis.

Information about the impact of the sharing proportion on cost and

profit targets is obtained whenever two (or more) sets of contractual

arrangements, each involving a sharing rate and associated cost and

profit targets, are negotiated for a single procurement. Suppose, for

example, that cost targets for each of several procurements are nego-

tiated at sharing proportLons of both 20 and 30 percent. For each pro-

curement, the target at 30-percent sharing can then be expressed as a

percentage of the target at 20-percent sharing, as shown in Mable 4.

An average of these percentages indicates that a 10-percent increase

in the sharing proportion induces, on average, a 3.1-percent increase

,n cost targets. Table 5 shows a similar calculation for procurements

with targets negotiated at 5- and 25-percent sharing. Here, the addi-

tion of 20 percent to the sharing rate caused a 5-percent average in-

crease in cost targets, giving the somewhat different result of a

2.5-percent increase in targets for each 10-point increase in the

sharing proportion. Information from all other procurements for which

two or more sets of targets are negotiated is treated in the same way.

_____ ___________-.Izz

__-_______i
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The results of all these calculations may then be averaged, to provide

a single best estimate of the Impact of the sharing proportion on cost

targets. For the data in Tables 4 and 5, this overall average is a

2.8-percent increase in the cost target for each 10-poLnt increase in

the sharing proportion.

Table 4

PR0CURENTS WITH TARGETS NEGOTIATED AT 20- AND 30-PERCENT SHARING

Cost Targets Target at 30%
20% 30% as Percentage of Average

Contract Sharing Sharing Target at 20% Change

A 3.74 3.92 104.8
B 7.96 8.04 101.0 3.1%
C 29.40 30.40 103.4

Table 5

PROCUREMENTS WITH TARGETS NEGOTIATED AT 5- AND 25-PERCENT SHARING

Cost Targets Target at 25%
57 S25% as Percentage of Average

D 1.80 2.00 111.1 1
E [ 9.60 53.10 107.1 j 5.0%
F 30.50 29.50 96.7

This result can be represented by a line on a graph. In the

graph shown in Fig. 1, the cost targets for a procurement are expressed

as an index relative to some base level for that procurement. Here it is

assumed that for each procurement the cost target at a 20-percent shar-

ing rate is the one designated as 100 percent. This arbitrary assump-

tion does not affect the following analysis, but merely defines one

point on the line representing the relationship between sharing pro-

portions and targets. The slope of the line represents the 2.8-percent

increase in thi cost targets that is caused, on the average of all

I. __ .
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Fig. 1-Relationship between cost targets and the sharing proportion
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Fig.2--Relationship between cost scores and the sharing propo•tion

(the eleven points shown represent the outcome of the hypothetical
contracts in Table 3 together with the two examples in the text)
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contracting situations studied in the above example, by a 10-poLnt

increase in the sharing proportion.' t  E
Once the relationship between the sharing proportion and the tar-

gets is established, it can be used to help determine the impact of

the sharing proportion on allowable cost. Cost targets themselves can-

not be used as norms for evaluating allowable cost because they are

biased estimates of cost negotiated at different sharing rates. Use

of the relationship just derived to remove this bias yields cost tar-

gets corrected to a sti idard sharing proportion, say, 20 percent. For

example, a target of $1.43 million negotiated at 30-percent sharing

is equivalent to a target of $1.39 million at 20-percent sharing, be-

cause the 10 point difference in the sharing rate is equivalent to

2.8 percent of the target. Similarly, a target of $9.48 million at

15-percent sharing is equivalent to $9.61 million at 20-percent sharing.

If the allowable costs on these two contracts are $1.34 and $9.46
1 .34 9.46

million, the correct cost scores are , or 96.4 percent, and 9.61

or 98.4 percent. This example LndLcates a saving of 2 percent of

allowable cost when the sharing proportion is 30 instead of 15 percent.

Note that the results would be considerably different if the ac-

tual cost targets of $1.43 and $9.48 million had been used instead of

the adjusted targets. In that case, the cost scores would have been

93.7 and 99.8 percent, and a much larger saving in allowable cost would

have been suggested by the data.

When the adjusted targets are used to compute cost scores for a

large number of contracts (some performed at each of several different

sharing proportions), the direct computation of cost savings, as done

above, is impossible. The outcome of each contract can instead be

represented as one point on a diagram relating the cost score to the

t
More precisely, in the graph shown here, the induced increase is

2.8 percent of the target at 20-percent sharing for each 10-point in-
crease in the sharing proportion.

When data are actually available, the possibility of a nonlinear
relationship will of course be explored. Also, instead of estimating
the relationship between the sharing proportion and the cost targets
alone, some combination of cost and profit targets will be used, as
suggested in the second of our simple examples.

_____ _____ __ I
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sharing proportion (see Fig. 2). The statistical technique of regres-

sion analysis Is then used to draw a line that approximates the dis-

trLbution of the points representing the outcomes of all the contracts

studied, thereby estimating the average relationship between the sharing

proportion at which a contract Is performed and tihe cost score that is

achieved. The slope of the regression line shows the percentage of

allowable cost saved, again on the average of all procurements studied,

for each percentage point increase in the sharing proportion. Empirical

measurement of this quantity, as proposed here, is shown in Sec. IV to

be necessary for determining preferred sharing arrangements.
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III. A PROPOSAL FOR EXTENDING THE SCOPE OF CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS

The main reason for proposing changes in the contracting process

is the one discussed in Sec. II: to provide data for empirizally esti-

mating the impact of different sharing proporýions on the cost per-

formance of contractors. That discussion reveals a deficiency in the

information available for making such an estimate--noLhing is known

about the way differences in the sharing proportion affect cost and

profit targets. It is proposed here that this deficiency be removed

by extending the scope of contract negotiations. The specific form of

the proposal is: on future incentive contracts, several pairs of cost

and profit targets be negotiated, one pair corresponding to each of

several different sharing rates.

This section examines the proposal. The first part explains in

detail exactly what changes are proposed. The second part examines

three further requirements, all easily satisfied, that must be met if

the data generated under the proposal are to be useful for measuring

the effect of incentive sharing arrangements on allowable cost. The

third part considers the prospects of implementing the proposed poli-

cies.

MCEHANICS OF THE PROPOSAL

For each procurement, it is required that the Government and the

contractor reach a formal agreement on the cost and profit targeLs for

each of two or more sharing proportions. After this agreement has

been reached, the Government designates which sharing proportion, with

its associated targets, is to govern contract performance. This des-

ignation, of course, is made shortly after the original agreement on

a set of targets is reached, and before the contractor begins work

under the terms of the contract. For further discussion of the pro-

posal to be fruitful, it is first necessary to state exactly what it

entails. For a sole source procurement, it is suggested that the

following steps be included in the contracting process.

1. The Government describes the work it wants done, and selects

several sharing proportions for which target pairs are to be negotiated.

_ _ _ _ _
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2. The contractor submits bids of a cosrt and a profit target for

each of these sharing rates, along with design spccifications (if Lhe

latter are required).

3. The contractor and the Government n,:, tiate about the design

and the several pairs of cost and profit targets. The purpose of this

negotiation will genurally, but not always, be to reduce the targets

proposed by the contract',r. The contracting officer may bargain about

all targets together or attack each one separately. When he and the

contractor agree upon a set of targets, one pair for each proposed

sharing proportion, this phase ends.

4. The contra :or is free to change the structure of the targets,

subject to z;,zJes en.uring that the overall attractiveness of the entire

set of targets will not be increased. In particular, he should be allowed

to increase the profit target associated with one sharing proportion,

provided he decreases the profit target associated with another sharing

rate by an equal amount. He should also be allowed to adjust the profit

and cost targets corresponding to a single one of the sharing propor-

tions, provided this adjustuent does not alter the way the profit fee

is eventually calculated. In other words, since the formula for deter-

mining the actual profit fee paid at sharing proportion r depends upon

the targets only in the expression (P + rCr), the contractor should

be free to adjust Pr and C in whatever way he pleases, provided that

the expression (P + rCr) is unchanged.t
r r

5. When the contractor has finisi~ed adjusting the structure of

the set of targets, he informs the Government of his changes, which

the Government must accept. The Government then chooses the sharing

rule, together with its associated cost and profit targets, under which

the contract will be perfcrmed.

For contracts let after a design competition, the contracting

process under the proposal must involve at least the one additional

step of selecting a contractor. One way of incorporating this choice

t This allows him to exchange, at any sharing rate r, one dollar
of target profit for (l/r) dollars of target cost.

• " | | | .
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is to have each of the competing firms complete steps 2, 3, and 4.

These steps would be taken separately, but concurrently, by the differ-

ent firms. The Government would then announce both its choice of a

contractor and of a sharing rule (and iissociated targets) at the same

time. (The targets would, of course, be those agreed upon by the

Government and the chosen contractor for the design that the contractor

proposed.)

An alternative way of incorporating the contractor choice in the

contracting process takes into account the fact that negotiating sev-

eral pairs of targets with a number of competing contractors is a time-

consuming and expensive process. The Government might wish to select

the contractor after proceeding only part of the way through step 3

with all the competitors. It could make this selection after a general

agreeme:,c with each competing firm on that firm's design fpecifications

and on the approximate levels of cost and profit targets associated

with that design for one or more of the selected sharing proportions.

After choosing the contractor, the Government would complete the nego-

tiations for step 3 and continue with steps 4 and 5 as in a sole source

procurement.

If a procurement is to be let on an incentive basis, but with some

competitive bidding, each of the competing firms should be required to

offer target bids for each of the sharing formulas. These bids would

correspond to steps 3 and 4 of the process for a sole source negotia-

tion. If these bids are firm commitments by the competing bidders,

the Government can immediately choose a contractor and select the

sharing rate under which he is to operate.t If the bids are not firm

commitmevits, steps 3, 4, and 5 must be carried out with the chosen

contractor. (It is important that the Government not choose the shar-

ing rate for performing the contract until after the contractor makes

a firm commitment about the entire set of targets.)

The contracting process proposed here differs from present prac-

tice in only three ways. First, the Government must choose, at the

t
The procedure would normally be to select a sharing rate and then

choose the contractor offering the lowest bid at that sharing rate.

T4
I _____
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beginning, the exact nature of the sharing arrangements to be considered,

leaving only the leqels of the cost and profit targets for determination

by negotiation. Especially with veri large contracts, there is now a

tendency for the contractor to negotiate about or even suggest the

numerical values of the incentive sharing arrangements! Second, the

contractor and the Government must reach agreement on pairs of targets

associated with each of several sharing proportions, whereas they pre-

sently need agree only on one proportion and its associated targets.

Third, before the final sharing proportion is selected, the contractor

should be allowed to make offsetting adjustments in the negotiated fee

and cost targets for each proposed sharing rate, substituting one for

the other in proportion to the sharing rate value. These adjustments

have no counterpart in present practice.

The reasons for proposing these changes are discussed in the

following subsection. The feasibility of implementing the changes Is

considered in the final subsection. The danger that the proposed

changed will fail to achieve the intended results, because of adverse

reactions by contractors, is also discussed in that subsection.

ENSURING THE USEFULNEiSS OF DATA COLLECTED XN ACCORDANCE WITH THIS
PROPOSAL

The reason for changing the contracting process is to provide data

for the empirical analysis described in Sec. II. For this analysis to

succeed, the data generated by the proposed changes must satisfy three

conditions. First, the pairs of targets negotiated at each sharing

proportion selected for a procurement must represent the outcome that

would have occurred, had that sharing proportion been the only one

considered for that procurement. Second, the sharing proportions

selected for a procurement, and for each of which a pair of targets

is negotiated, must cover as wide a range as possible. Third, aspects

of the incentive arrangements other than the sharing proportion itself

must be kept uriform for all of the procurements studied in the analysis.

These three conditions are discussed in turn.

tSee Preston, op. cit.
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The necessity of satisfying the first condition follows directly

from the reason for negotiating several pairs of targets. This reason

is to measure the effect of different sharing proportions on the estab-

lishment of targets; and targets do not serve this purpose if they do

not reflect what would have occurred in negotiations at a given sharing

proportion, had that proportion been the one to govern contract per-

formance.

To satisfy the first condition, it is necessary to prevent the

contracting officer from imposing on the negotiations his or the Govern-

ment's preconceived notions about a correct relationship among targets

negotiated at different sharing proportions. The reason is that such

notions are irrelevant in a situation where only one sharing proportion

is selected and only one pair of targets is negotiated; such notions

must, therefore, be prevented from influencing the negotiations when

several pairs of targets are chosen.

Tn particular, it is undesirable for the Government to expect cost

targets at different sharing rates to be equal, on the theory that a

cost target is a cost estimate, and, therefore, unaffected by the shar-

ing rate. Rather it must be recognized that the cost target is a param-

eter in the formula for determining the profit fee on the basis of the

allowable cost outcome, and may change as the other parameters of the

contract, notably the sharing rate, change.t

It may be possible to achieve the necessary freedom for the con-

tractor to determine the relationship between sharing proportions and

targets by instructing the contracting officer to remain neutral in his

attempt to bargain for lower targets. It seems more realistic, however,

to formalize this neutrality; and, therefore, step 4 is included in the

proposal. Its presence means that step 3 is, in effect, a bargain about

the overall size of the entire target package, but that the contractor

may insert individual pieces of whatever shape he prefers.

For this arrangement to be satisfactory, it is obviously essential

the contractor not know, at step 4, what sharing rate the Government

The reasons that the targets are dependent on the sharing pro-
portion are discussed on pp. 10-11. I-
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will eventually choose to govern actual contract performan,:e. If the

contractor does have some advance information about how the Government

makes its choice in step 5, he can raise the targets at sharing pro-

portions likely to be chosen, even though this forcas him to make the

targets at other sharing proportions !ess attractive. As an extreme

example of this danger, if in advance of step 4 the contractor defi-

nitely knows the sharing rate that will actually govern contract per-

forman~e, he can transfer all target amounts to that sharing rate, and

let all of the other targets be zero. This behavior is bad for two

reasons: it can be very expensive for the Government; and it fails to

reveal the contractor's attitude toward the relationship among targets

associated with different sharing proportions.

To ensure that the contractor not have any advance information

abotLt the choice of a sharing proportion to govern performance of his

contract, it is essential that the procedure used in step 5 be care-

fully constructed. If the Government uses a single rule for making

this selection, it may be possible for the contractors eventually to

deduce it from observation of past choices (assuming the rule has not

yet been disclosed in some unauthorized manner). It is, therefore,

imperative that the Government not apply a single set of criteria uni-

formly to all contracts to select a sharing proportion governing actual

performance. In particular, the Government must occasionally make what

seems like a bad choice--a low sharing proportion having a high target

associated with it, or a high sharing rate with a target that appears

absurdly high (compared to the targets negotiated at other sharing

rates for the same procurement). Only by being capricious, at least

part of the time, can the Government induce t&2 -. tractor to negotiate

on the basis of his own preferences and not as a strategist trying to

outguess his opponent.t

These considerations suggest that the ideal way for the Government

to select the one sharing rate that governs actual performance is by

random drawing. Random choice has two advantages. First, it eliminates

tStudents of game theory will recognize this argument an an illus-

tration ot the principle that one player must use a mixed strategy, in-
volving randomization, in order to force his opponent to adopt the mini-
max strategy.

1i
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the game-theoretic aspects of step 4 in the negotiation process. There

is no incentive for the contractor to try to guess the Government's 4

criteria and then associate targets to sharing rates in such a way that

the combination he prefers is also preferred by the Government. If the

Government uses a random choice process, the contractor knows his manip-

ulation of the pattern of targets cannot possibly have a favorable in-

fluence on the Government's choice.

Second, random selection eliminates the danger of systematic bias

in matching sharing rates and procurements. This bias might take the

form of tending to choose a low sharing rate for a procurement believed

to be especially risky or to have especially slack targets. If present,

biases such as these will be confounded with the effects of the sharing

rate itself on performance, and will thus negate the usefulness of the

proposed changes. Although their removal can also be achieved by care-

fully designed systematic selection methods, random choice is the safest

possible method.

In summary, analysis of the first condition suggests that it can

best be satisfied if steps 3 and 4 are adopted as stated, and if the

Government uses a random device to make the selection in step 5. Sys-

tematic methods can also be used in step 5, but only if the criteria

they use are carefully designed to prevent bias, and if these criteria

can be kept secret from the contractors.

The second condition essential to the success of the proposal is

that the sharing proportions selected for negotiation with any procure-

ment cover as wide a range as possible. This condition is necessary

so that the contractors perceive definite differences among the sets

of contract provisions negotiated, and also so that the Government may

observe how large differences in the sharing proportion affect bidding.

Negotiations on at least some contracts must consider sharing rates

covering the entire range that the Government considers potentially

useful in any contract. At the beginning, this range might be from

zero percent (no incentives) to a 50-percent sharing rate, although it

would not be necessary or even desirable to negotiate targets for both

extremes on all or even most procurements. A typical set of negotia-

tions might consider sharing rates of 15, 30, and 50 percent, or 5,

15, and 40 percent. --
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In choosing a wide range of sharing proportions, it is necessary

that all types of work be considered for all sharing rates, in order

that suitable experience be generated. Thus, it is important to insist

that high sharing proportions be negotiated on at least some develop-

mental contracts, because this is the only way to find out how contrac-

tors react to strong incentives on development contracts. Similarly,

nominal sharing rates, or even fixed fees, should be tried on some

production contracts.t

The third requisite for successful implementation of the proposal

is that the total number of different sharing formulas considered for

all procurements in the analysis be kept small. This condition pro-

vides the proper statistical basis for evaluating the data; and without

it the analysis might be impossible. The reason is that a sufficient

number of procurements must be negotiated and performed under each of

the sharing formulas studied. Only then can it be assumed that the

random factors affecting the negotiation and performance of individual

contracts tend to cancel out in an averaging procedure.

The problem of restricting the number of sharing formulas arises

because the sharing rate itself is not the only parameter defining what

may be called the "shape" of the sharing formula. A sharing formula

is typically represented as a broken line, or curve, on a graph relat-

ing actual profit to allowable cost. If this curve were a straight

line, it could be described completely by a combination of the sharing

proportion (whicb would be its slope) and the target cost and target

profit (which would be the coordinates of one point on the line). If

all sharing formulas were straight lines, the relationship between

sharing rate and targets could be studied without the intrusion of other

elements.

In actual contracts, however, the formula relating earned profit $
to allowable cost is not represented by a single straight line. Instead,

tThe suggestion that fixed fees be used on production contracts is
not meant to imply that these contracts should be written on a cost, as
opposed to price, basis. The Air Force would atill contract for de-
livery of the product, not the performance of specific services, but it
would make the profit fee independent of actual cost as negotiated at
the termination of the contract.

-- -
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the curve has kinks or corners in several places. For large cost

underruns or overruns, proportional sharing is superseded by a profit

ceiling, a price ceiling, or possibly a profit floor. rurthermore,

many contracts are now written with different sharing proportions

applying to different ranges of cost outcomes. All of these provi-

sions introduce changes of slope into the curve describing the sharing

formula, and their total effect is to define the shape of this curve.

The existence of these additional provisions does not itself in-

vajidate the type of analysis proposed in Sec. II. Variation of these

provisions from procurement to procurement does, however, cause a prob-

lem. The variations must be treated as changes in the sharing arrange-

ments, and play a role similar to changes in the sharing proportion

itself. These changes may affect the relationship between the sharing

proportion and the targets, and may also affect the contractors' per-

formance, thus influencing the allowable cost outcomes.

To understand why this is a problem, consider for example the case

of a price ceiling. If it is always set at 120 percent of target cost,

its presence can be disregarded. It affects all procurements equally,

in the sense that whatever slack the contractor requires in the cost

target to reduce the risk of butting against the ceiling (and taking

an unacceptable loss) is the same from procurement to procurement.

Therefore, when comparing allowable cost outcomes to these cost targets,

the differences from procurement to procurement do reflect the influ-

ence of the sharing proportion, because the slack in the targets is

the same for all procurements. However, if on some procurements the

price ceiling is 120 percent of the cost target, on others 130 percent,

then the contractors with the higher ceiling may accept lower cost tar-

gets. In this situation, differences from procurement to procurement

in the allowable cost outcome, measured as a percentage of the cost

targets, reflect the influence of both the sharing proportion on the

cost outcome and the price ceiling on the target. Unless these two

tFor some examples, see Preston, op. cit., Chaps. III and IV.

_____ __ 1
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effects can be separated, the analysis is not a valid measure of the

impact of the differences in the sharing proportion alone.

There are two ways of coping with this problem. The first is to

include explicitly an analysis of price ceilings, profit ceilings, and

other variationa in the shape of the sharing formula. The difficulty

of this approach is that theLe may not be enough procurements negotiated

to provide a statistically adequate sample performed at each possible

combination of sharing arrangements. The greater the number of differ-

ent sharing formulas studied in the entire analysis, the fewer the

number of contracts negotiated and performed under each one and, there-

fore, the less reliable the results of the analysis.

The alternative solution, which is strongly preferred, is to re-

quire that all aspects of the sharing arrangements other than one

sharing proportion and the two targets be identical in all contracts.

A standard sharing formula should be defined now, and applied to all

procurem.!nts studied in the analysis.t

Until there is further theoretical investigation of the ideal

shapes for sharing formulas, it is probably best to keep this standard

formula as simple as possible. The focus of attention is the sharing

rate, which is allowed to vary from contract to contract because it is

the parameter of major significance for constructing cost incentives.

A single price ceiling and a single profit ceiling, each defined as a

percentage of target cost, may be incorporated into the standard for-

mula; but it is unwise to attempt to study the effects of varying the

height of these ceilings from procurement to procurement. The empirical

method proposed in this study is yet untried. There can be greater

hope for its success if its initial applications are confined to some

of the less complicated aspects of the contracting and negotiating

process.

If in a few procurements it is impossible to agree upon a sharing
proportion and targets in accordance with this standard formula, these
procurements may be dropped from the analysis and performed under what-
ever arrangements are acceptable to both parties.

* .
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CAN THE PROPOSED POLICY BE SUCCESSFULLY IFLLE!._NTED?

This subsection discusses the feasibility of implementing the

proposed changes in contracting policy. The cost of extending the

scope of the negotiations is considered first. Adverse reactions by

contractors, including changes in their responsiveness to differences

in the sharing proportion, may endanger the success of the proposal;

this possibility is discussed next. Finally, it is necessary to con-

sider the problems caused by the common practice of negotiating ad-

justed cost targets long after work under the contract has begun.

The cost of negotiating several pairs of cost and profit targets,

one pair corresponding to each of several sharing proportions, should

be no greater than the present cost oi negotiating a single sharing

formula. There are two reasons for expecting this to be so. First,

the actual negotiations in step 3, requiring agreement between the

Government and rhe contractor, involve in effect only the overall size

of the target package; and this is exactly what present negotiations

involve. The more difficult job of determining the differences among

targets corresponding to different sharing proportions is left to the

contractor alone--step 4 does not require the assent of the Government.

Second, there is no need to reach agreement about the nature of

the sharing arrangements, because they are fixed beforehand. in step

1, the Government makes a unilateral choice of the sharing proportions

to be considered; and all the other provisions--the price and profit

ceilings--are determined by the standard sharing formula applied to

all contracts.

Precedents for exploring the relationship between the sharing

proportion and the targets can be observed in several contract negotia-

tions conducted in the past. These precedents support the belief that

it will not be difficult to reach agreement on pairs of targets associ-

ated with different sharing proportions.

In the tenth procurement action for the B-52, the Air Force imposed

a low cost target, but adopted a correspondingly low sharing proportion

that did not penalize the contractor excessively for moderate overruns.

Beyond this range of apparently acceptable overruns, the sharing rate

I

"--.-... .. 4I I
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idi higher. The o.,tjzotne of the negotiations suggests that stronger cost

incentives would have been possible throughout the range of coEt out-

comes iith a higher--and, therefore, presumably more realistic--target.t

The implication that chan~ges in the sharing proportion affect the

acceptability of targets, and that thee. effects enter the negotiating

process, is explicit in B-SZ procurement number 14. Boeing accepted

Air Force demands for a reduced cost target only on condition that there

be no penalty for overruns up to 103 percent of target, and a low (10

percent) sharing proportion beyond that point. On the other hand,

Boeing's share of possible underruns was set at the high level of 25

percent. t The proposal offeied in this study suggests nothing more

complicated than a formal agreement between Boeing and the Air Force

as to how much higher the target would be for Boeing to accept the

75/25 sharing of overruns. In this part 4.cular contract negotiation,

it appears that such an agreement would have been easy to reach. (This

ib not to say that the Air Force would have preferred such a contract

to the one actually signed.)

These precedents also suggest that contractors will not have

strong adverse reactions to the negotiation of target pairs associated

with several different sharing proportions. However, even if adverse

reactions occur, they are not likely to endanger the success of the

proposal. Contractors may, for example, publicly insist that the cost

target is actually a cost estimate made independently of the sharing

proportion; and they may back up this assertion by not varying the tar-

get proposed for a procurement, even when the Government suggests a

different sharing rate. Alternatively, they may adopt a rule of thumb

for determining the relationship between sharing proportions and targets.

Such a relationship might be the one suggested by Secretary Charles:

each increase of 10 percent in the sharing proportion be accompanied

by an increase in target profit equal to one percent of target cost. _ _ _

Ibid., pp. 50-56.

~ibid, pp. 63-64.

¢•Address by the Honorable R. H. Charles, Assistant Secretary of

the Air Force (Installations and Logistics), before AFLC/Industry
Management Conference, Dayton, Ohio, 25 June 1964, p. 17.

~ aaM 'r~ ' -.. -,
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The fact that contractors adopt such a negotiating pattern does

not, however, invalidate the analysis proposed in this Memorandum. It

is not even certain that this pattern implies a change in contractor

behavior; the observed relationship between targets and sharing propor-

tion may actually represent the field from which the Government has in

the past chosen ona point for each procurement. Of course, individual

cortractors have behaved differently in the past, and the common pattern

can at best reflect an average of their past behavior. But, this it

may do very well. Certainly there is no reason for contractors to

adopt as a common bargaining pattern oiic far removed from what any of

them would choose for himself.

Furthermore, even if implementation of the proposal leads to final

contracts that differ from those that would have been obtained under

current negotiating conditions, the policy changes will still generate

information useful for selecting preferred sharing proportions. It

must be remembered that the Government is not interested in the rela-

tionship between targets and the sharing proportion for its own sake.

This relationship is used only to provide a basis for comparing the

sizes of contracts negotiated at different sharing rates. The compari-

sons then make it possible to evaluate the performance of different con-

tractors in controlling allowable cost. Both, types of comparison can

be made on contracts let after the new polic'Y goes into effect. In

fact, adoption by the contractors of a unifc.rm rule of thumb for re-

lating targets to sharing rates merely simplLifies the first comparison,

because It eliminates the need for studying Phe averaging procedures

discussed in Sec. II.

It is the effect of different sharing proportions on the control

of allowable costs, not on contract negotiation, that is of major inter-

est to the Government. What the preceding discussion shows is that

information about this effect can be obta~ned by analyzing contracts

let under the proposed policy, even if the proposed changes lead to

adverse changes in the negotiating behavior of the contractors.

The only remaining problem is the practice of negotiating adjusted

cost targets. Targets are adjusted when the Government wants to modify

the specifications and scope of the work under contract. These modifications
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naturally involve a change in the amount of work required to perform

the contract. The problem is that the change in the amount of work

also invalidates the norm calculated when the contract was negotiated.

it is therefore necessary to derive a set of adjusted riorms Lhat re-

flect the total amount of work required under different contracts,

including changes and modifications.

An obvious and simple way to construct an adjusted norm for a

contract is Lo modify the original norm in proportion to the adjust-

ment of the targets. This method is first described in detail, then

its justification is discussed.

The first step in adjusting the norm for a contract is to define

the quantity S' as
r

k

(3) s= (P)' + r(C)'
r r + .0851

where (P)t and (C)' are the adjusted profit and cost targets. This

definition is exactly analogous to the earlier definition of the stan-

dard size, given in the expression on p. 18. The adjusted standard size

S' is defined, of course, only at the one sharing rate under which the
r

contract is being performed. It is not a suitable norm for the pur-

poses at hand, because it suffers from the same defect as the single

pair of targets negotieted under current contracting procedures--no

allowance is made for the sharing proport 4 on itself, which may system-

atically influence the target size.

The adjusted targets, however, can be combined with the original

targets to define an adjusted norm N', as

tIA is poss!bie to negotiate severai pairs of adjusted coEt and
profit targets, one pair corresponding to each of several sharing pro-
portions; but these negotiations are meaningless unless the sharing
proportion is also chosen anew. The adjustment then becomes a repeti-
tion of the entire process for initiating a procurement contract. This
ccm~licatior. of contract adjustments is unnecessary and it is there-
fore not recommended.
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StSr

(4) N' -N
r

In this equation, r is the sharing proportion under which the contract
is being performed; S is the adjusted standard size; and S is the

r r

standard size computed from the single pair of profit and cost targets,

Pr and Cr, corresponding to the sharing proportion r in t" riginal

negotiations. Equation (4) defines the adjusted norm. Lf ratio to

the original norm, (N1: N), is the same as the ratio (S': S ) of the
r r

adjusted standard score to the original score, provided both are de-

rived from targets corresponding to the same sharing proportion.

The question is whether the adjusted norms are as suitable for

comparing the amounts of work required under modified contracts as

the original norms were for the original contracts. The adjusted

norms clearly would be suitable for this purpose, if the adjustment

to the norm for each contract -ere an unbiased estimate of the addi-

tional work needed to meet that contract's changed specifications.

But the adjustment is unbiased only if the adjusted targets bear the

same relation to the work required for meeting the modified specifi-

cations that the original targets bore to the original specifications.

And this is not a valid assumption to make about the adjusted targets.

The reason for this is that the forces of competition that tend

to constrain the original targets are eliminated once the initial con-

tract has been negotiated. Consequently, it seems likely that con-

tractors will attempt to overstate the costs of changes and modifi-

cations in order to increase the likelihood of larger underruns and

greater profits. The result of this is that the adjusted norms, when

considered as estimates of the size of a contract, are presumably

unduly inflated. Despite this bias, however, the adjusted norms de-

fined by Eq. (4) are suitable for comparing the sizes of different

contracts.

The main point here is that the original novms were never intended

to provide unbiased estimates of the work required under individual

11
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contracts. All that is required is that the norms determine the rela-

tive sizes of different contracts; this goal is achieved so long as

the influence on the adjusted targets is the same from contract to

contract. And even this condition is unnecessarily strict; it is only

necessary that the average bias in the cost of contract changes and

modifications be the same among groups of randomly chosen contracts

performed at different sharing rates. In this case the upward bias

in the adjusted targets becomes a constant factor that disappears

when cost scores of different groups are compared.

There remains only one reservation about the use of Eq. (4):

This is that the sharing proportion itself might affect the size of

adjusted targets. It is recognized that this may occur, and an attempt

is made to remove this effect by making an adjustment that compares

the adjusted targets (as used in adjusted standard score S.) to the
r

original targets negotiated at the same sharing proportion (as used

in St ). This arrangement is clearly better than using the adjusted

standard scores themselves as norms, but it may not be good enough.

It may fail, however, because the willingness of the contractor to

exercise his monopoly power depends upon the sharing proportion. This

may be the case because each dollar by which the cost target is in-

flated is worth r cents of additional profit to the contractor, where

r is the sharing proportion. The higher the sharing proportion, the

more the contractor gains by exercising his iwonopoly power to inflate

the targets; and the Government's resistance (or disfavor) may not

increase as much, because the contracting officer may be motivated to

keep the target down to a level that looks reasonable relative to cost

(independent of the sharing proportion), rather than down to a level

that keeps profit at some reasonable level.

If the sharing proportion does have an independent effect on the

size of the adjustment ratio (S': S ), then this effect invalidates
r r

the use of norms defined by Eq. (4) for comparison of cost scores be-

tween groups of contracts performed at different sharing proportions.

The reason for tCis is chat there is no way to separate the effect

of the sharing proportion on the adjusted norms (via the adjusted
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targets) from the effect of the sharing proportion on the realized

level of allowable cost. In short, the validity of Eq. (4) depends

upon acceptance of the hypothesis that the adjustment ratio (S': St)--

which does depend upon a variety of the other factors--is independent

of the sharing proportion.

This hypothesis can be tested by a cross-section analysis of all

contracts let in accordance with the proposal of this Memorandum. Take

the average adjustment ratio over all of the contracts studied, and

denote it by the letter "K". Now consider the averaý of the adjust-

ment ratios taken over all contracts with a particular sharing rate,

say r = 20 percent. Our hypothesis implies that this group mean,

which may be denoted "K 2 0', tends toward the overall average K. This

follows because the sharing proportions are assigned at random, at

least with respect to factors that may influence the adjustment ratio

for any particular contract. Therefore, the fluctuations in these

factors tend to cancel out on a number of contracts, and the mean

adjustment ratio in each group of contracts (one group for each shar-

ing proportion used in the analysis) tends to be the same as the mean

in every other group.

A statistical technique called analysis of variance can be used

to test whether the mean adjustment ratios Kr (KIO, K20 , K4 0 ' etc.,

for r = 10, 20, 40 percent, etc.) in the different groups differ sig-

nificantly from one another. If they do not, then the hypothesis need

not be rejected, and Eq. (4) may be used as originally suggested. If,

however, the differences are statistically significant, they provide

evidence that the s'aring proportion does influence the size of the

target adjustment, because the sharing proportion is the only factor

that varies systematically from group to group when the contracts

are grouped by sharing rate.

In this case, the basis for Eq. (4) is shown to be incorrect, and

a modified method must be used to adjust the norms for the contracts

studied. Fortunately, the very differences among the group means for

the adjustment ratio can themselves be used to estimate the net effect

of the sharing proportion alone on these adjustment ratios. At a given

sharing proportion r, the fraction K A indicates how much higher (or
r
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lower) the adjustment ratio tends to be at that sharing proportion than

for the average of all contracts. The effect of the sharing proportion

on the ratio (S :Sr) of targets can therefore be removed by dividing

this adjustment ratio by K r/K. The result is that the adjusted norm

can be properly defined by

So
(5) ' K r

Kr Sr

The meaning of this equation can perhaps be clarified by an ex-

ample. Consider the information given for contract number 3 in Table 3.
* *

Suppose the targets are later adjusted to be (P)' = 2907, (C )'= 32530.

These ta~gets are negotiated only for the sharing proportion r - 10

percent, at which the contract is being performed, and they yield an

adjusted standard score s' 33297. This is a 10.1-percent increase
10

over the criginal S ( 1 30238), and suggests that the adjusted norm

be 10.1 percent higher than the original one of 30305. Indeed, if Eq.

(4) were applied, this would be the result:

33297 110.1
N' = 33023 30305 - . 30305 - 3336630238 1 00

However, suppose it is also found that the mean adjustment ratio (K10 )

for contracts negotiated at 10-percent sharing is 108.8 percent (an

8.8 percent increase), whereas the average adjustment ratio (K) over

all contracts studied is only 105.6 percent. This information indicates

chat the sharing proportion (r - 10 percent) alone makes the adjustment

ratio for the particular contract under study larger by a factor of

108.8/105.6, or 1.030, than it would be had adjustments been negotiated

for all possible sharing proportions. It is therefore necessary to

divide the adjustment ratio of 110.1 percent by the factor 1.030 to

obtain the corrected adjustment ratio. The complete result is then:
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105.6 33297 30305 -1 . 30305 - 32394
" 108.8 30238 1.030 " 100 3

as given by Eq. (5).

Once an adjusted norm is calculated for each contract--using Eq.

(4) or (5), whichever is appropriate for the complete set of contracts

studied--the analysis can proceed along the lines set forth in Sec. II. -

The final allowable costs are compared to norms to obtain cost scores,

and these are averaged within groups corresponding to sharing propor-

tions to find the effect of the sharing proportion on cost performance.

I'

-I
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IV, PREFERRED SHARING ARRANGEMENTS

Section II described a method for estimating the effect of the

sharing proportion on the levels of allowable cost that contractors

achieve. Section III proposed a method for collecting the necessary

data. The zeason for this proposal is that the information obtained

can lead to the determination of a preferred sharing proportion for

use in Government contracts, For illustration, it is assumed in this

Memorandum that the preferred sharing proportion is the one at which

the total procurement price the Government pays is a minimum. The

first part of this Pection shows how the preferred sharing proportion,

so defined, is determined. The second part then recapitulates, with

respect to this determination, some of the limitations of the analysis

proposed here.

The reason for preferring the particular sharing proportion de-

fined as best in this Memorandum is obvicus. On the other hand,

there may he equally good reasons for preferring other sharing pro-

portions. A few other bases for selecting optimal sharing propor-

tions are considered in the third part of this section. When con-

sidering them, it is important to note that the research proposed in

this Memorandum not only leads to a determination of the sharing pro-

portion at which the total procurement price is a minimum, but also

provides information about the effects on total procurement price

of a whole range of different sharing proport.o.r,;. For this reason.

the research proposed here is an essential elei:" i.. in any program

for selecting preferred incentive sharing prc.;.;rtions.

Finally, selection of preferred sharing proportions is not the

only aspect of procurement policy. The fourth and final part of this

section shows how the research proposed in this Memorandum fits into

the general framework for studying the weapons acquisition process

and establishing procurement policies.

DETERMINING THE PREFERRED SHARING PROPORTION

Consider first the problem of determining the preferred sharing

proportion fn- the Governmexit to choose. The rationale for intentive

•yV
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sharing arrangements is that they induce the contractui to achieve a

lower level of allowable cost than he would without incentives, or

than he would if the incentives were weaker. This is what is meant

by the effect of incentives on cost performance. A precise definition

of this effect is that there is a functional relationship between the

sharing proportion for any contract and the cost performance that the

con)tractor can be expected to achieve, It is virtually certain that

the higher the sharing proportion, the lower the allowable cost will

be but nothing more is known about this functional relationship.

Indeed, the preceding two sections have been almost exclusively con-

cerned with an empirical method for measuring it.

If it is true that higher sharing proportions lead to lower levels

of allowable cost, then why not insist on incentives that are as strong

as possible, in order to minimize costs? One answer is that stronger

incentives also lead to higher profits for the contractor, and these

profits are included in the total price the Government pays. These

profits must therefore be considered when deciding how strong to make

incentives. A theoretical analysis of the relationship between the

sharing proportion and the contractor's profit is not relevant at this

point. All that is necessary is the empirical observation that on

contracts that are comparable in other respects, profits are higher

when the sharing proportion is higher.

The evidence is clear when CPFF, FPI, and FFP contracts are com-
pared, and there are some indications that profits are directly related
to the sharing proportion on FPI contracts. However, a sample of 128
recent contracts, based on information collected by R. E. Johnson of
The RAND Corporation, does not reveal this relationship. Part of the
difficulty may be that past contracts at different sharing proportions
have been systematically noncomparable. In particular, riskier contracts
probably have had lower sharing proportions, and the greater inherent
risk may have offset the effect of the sharing proportion on profit.

In any case, if the purported empirical observation is not correct,
then all contracts should indeed be negotiated with sharing proportions
as high as possible--in other words, unity (as FFP contracts). That
contractors balk at high sharing rates (and FFP contracts) indicates
they are unwilling to perform such contracts at any reasonable profit,
and supports the contention that stronger incentives do indeed require
higher profits for the contractor.

i
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Stronger incentives can lead to higher profits in three different

ways. First, the contractor retains a higher proportion of whatever

underrun he achieves (incentive contractors, on the average, have in

the past achieved substantial underruns). Second, the underrun tends

to be increased because the contractor succeeds in reducing allowable

cost. Third, the underrun can be made larger if the target is inflated.

Various combinations of these three effects are also possible.

Fortunately, it is not necessary to know which of these three

factors influence contractor profits in order to choose a preferred

sharing proportion. Analysis of this choice is quite simple. A

$1,000 reduction in allowable cost is desirable for the Government if,

and only if, the increase in contractor profit that accompanies it is

less than $1,000. This follows because the total cost to the Govern-

ment is the sum of two components: allowable cost, commonly called

"cost" here, as achieved by the contractor; and contractor profit.

To find out whether stronger incentives are desirable, two basic

relationships are needed: one between the sharing proportion and the

expected cost performance of the contractor; and one between the shar-

ing proportion and the contractor's expected profit. If the cost re-

duction accompanying a small increase in the sharing proportion exceeds

the increment to profit, then that increase is desirable; otherwise

it is not desirable. The preferred sharing proportion is the one at

which the marginal effect of a change in the sharing proportion on

allowable cost is the same as the marginal effect on profit.tI

tNotable among them is one in which decreases in the cost target
equal the achieved reductions in allowable cost, with the result that
the underrun remains the same. Higher profit ther. occurs in the first
way only--as a larger share of this same underrun. This possibility
reveals why the underrun itself is a poor measure of a contractor's
cost performance.

ttNeither the second-order condition for a minimum of total cost

to the Government nor the problem of obtaining a global, as opposed to
local, miaimum is discussed here. Since the two relationships will be
known over the whole range of possible sharing rates, and since these
relationships will be simple (because they will be derived as empiri-
cal estimates), neither issue is important at this time. See the
Appendix for further discussion of these points.
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One of the two relationships needed for determining the preferred

sharing proportion--the relationship between the sharing proportion and

cost performance--his been the subject of much of this study. The other A
can be estimated from any historical sample of contracts. It is most

appropriately determined for the same contracts used to estimate the

effect of incentives on levels of allowable cost. In any case, the

data needed to estimate the relationship between the sharing proportion

and contractor profit are readily available under any contracting arrange-

ments that might conceivably be adopted, so the problem of measurLng

this relationship requires no further consideration at this stage, which

is concerned primarily with gathering the necessary data.

LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS PROPOSED HERE

The method for determining preferred incentive sharing proportions,

as proposed here, has a number of limitations; an! 'ý!ese must be kept

in mind when evaluating and--if that is decided upon--implementing the

proposal.

The basic limitation is that the proposed method is one of cross-

section analysis. It is first explained that this type of analycis

yields results not exactly suited to any particular procurement situa-

tion, but only to a mythical "average" procurement. This limitation

raises the possibility that intuitive judgments about preferred sharing

arrangements may be better for each individual contract than the one

set of arrangements preferred for the mythical average. This possibility

is then discussed with reference to risk.

Cross-section analysLs is limited because all contractors and pro-

curement situatLons are considered identical, except for those charac-

teristics of each contract that are explicitly recognized as variables,

and are subjected to detailed study. In the ana.yses proposed here,

only the sharing arrangements, the levels of allowable cost, the profits

tA simple regression of profit (expressed as a percentage of the

cost target) against the sharing proportion may be sufficient. Further
comments about this analysis, and about a suitable shape for the re-

gression, may be found in the Appendix.

-~ ~~~~ .~ ........-----
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achieved, and the contract sLz,,--as reflected by cost and profit targets--

are stutdied explicitly. In any single procurement action, many factors

excluded from the analysis also affect the behavior of these variables.

Among the other relevant factors are: the level of risk inherent in

estimating the difficulty of, and then performing, each particular con-

tract; the attitude of each contractor toward variations in the sharing

proportion; the responsiveness of each contractor's cost performance

toward these variations; and the state of the contractor's business,

which may affect the preceding two items. Because these other factorb

vary from procurement to procurement, the observed relationships among

the targets, the sharing proportion, the allowable cost, and the profits

achieved, also differ from procurement to procurement. Cross-section

analysis yields only the average relationships, taken over the entire

set of contracts used to generate the data. Deviations from this aver-

age, which occur from procurement to procurement and reflect the varying

conditions not included in the analysis, are treated as unexplained ran-

dom disturbances.

This means that the relationships derived from the study proposed

here apply exactly to only a hypothetical "average" procurement; they

are but approximations to the conditions found in any real procurement.

Since the preferred sharing proportion is derived from the average rela-

tionships, it too may be preferred only for the hypothetical "average"

procurement. In any single real procurement action, the individual

contractor's response to changes in the sharing arrangements may differ

from the average of the respcnses found in all contracts studied. These

differences mean that the same sharing proportion may induce different

levels of targets and allowable costs in different contracts. The

sharing proportion at which the total price is a minimum may, there-

fore, be different in different procurements.

Since the cross-section analysis proposed here yields only a single

preferred sharing proportion that is suitable for the average of the

0 behavior found in all contracts studied, it Is clearly not the best re-

sult that can be hoped for. One measure of its success or failure is

the importance of the variables included in the analysis relative to

the importance of the omitted factore. If the sharing proportion and

I2 "
. . .. . . . . . . . .
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the contract size go a long way toward explaining the variations in

targets and in allowable cost, and if the unexplain;ed variations (at-

tributed to random disturbances) are small, the model used in the anal-

ysis Ls a good one. Inferences about the effect of the sharing propor-

tlon on price, aad then about the preferred sharing proportion, apply

quite well to all contracts, because the cireumstances peculiar to each

individual contract have comparatively little effect on the variable

of interest. On the other hand, if the unexplained disturbances are

large, the sharing proportion preferred for the "average" procurement

contract may be far from best for most of the actual contracts that are

let.

The extent to which the cross-section model presented here is suc-

cessful cannot be known until the data required to implement it have

been gathered, as this Memorandum proposes. However, when deciding

whether to adopt this proposal, it may be worthwhile to consider alter-

native ways of selecting sharing arrangements for particular procure-

ment contracts. Two obvious alternatives may conceivably offer better

results than the comparariveiy simple analysis proposed here.

The first is to refine the model, by including explicitly some of

the other factors left out of the present analysis, and known to in-

fluence contract behavior. For example, if ex-plicit allowAnce is made

for such factors as the degree of risk and the identity of the con-

tractor, the amount of unexplained variations in the key variables

might be reduced. The refined model could then be used to derive dif-

ferent preferred sharing proportions for each contract and each type

of procurement action; and these differences woul4 reflect the appro-

priate conditions peculiar to each contracting situation. There are

three reasons why extensive refinements are not suggested in detail

here. First, the need for them will become apparent only as data are

accumulated and attempts made to fit the model to these data. Second,

attempts to estimate the effects of other factors make additional de-

mands on the data. Specifically, the more vatiables included in the

analysis, the more observations needed to estimate their effects.

t could perhaps be measured by the type of contract--development

ur production.



Since the number of contracts that can be let in tie manner pro-

posed here is limited, it may be impossible to gather enough informe-

tion to .nake empirical estimates for complex models. Finally, to the

extent that available data do justify refinements, they can be inLro-

duced into the model by the analyst at the time the empirical proce-

dures suggested here are carried out.

The second alternative is to rely on intuition to select the

sharing proportion for each procurement contract. Intuition may be

preferable to formal analysis if a multitude of factors affect each

contracting situation. The contracting officer, using a priori the-

oretical understanding of the wey these factors presumably affect con-

tractor behavior, and combining this reasoning with a "feel" for the

responsiveness of the particular contract he is negotiating, may be

in an excellent position to select a good sharing proportion. And

if the situation he faces is so complex that the sort of analysis pro-

posed here cannot be very successful, his judgment may fit that par-

ticular situation better than the average results obtained t1rough

formal analysis. The problem with intuitive methods is that we can

never be sure how successful they are, unless we undertake empirical

tests of the sort proposed here.

*The Problem of Risk

One factor for which the limitations of cross-section analysis

may be most important is that of uncertainty. It is widely believed

that it is more difficult to estimate in advance the costs on some

contracts (say development contracts) than on other contracts (say

production contracts). Put differently, this means that random events,

such as unforeseen problems (or easy solutions to seemingly difficult

problems) have a greater effect on costs for some types of work than

for others. Under incentive sharing arrangements, these unforeseen

cost variations involve variations in the contractor's profit because

he bears a share of the overruns or obtains part of the savings. This

unforeseeable variability of profit due to the variability of the risks



is inv.lved in Government contra( LS Its magnitude is determined by

two factors: the unforeseeable cost variations and rhe sharing

proportion.

The typical response of Government contractors, as of all bua;-

nessmen, is to accept a Freater risk (larger variability of profit)

only if the expected average profit (the "best guess") is also larger.

Those considerations suggest two ways in which the degree of un-

certainty about cost estimates may affect behavior in procurement

situations. To understand these two effects and their implications,

it is convenient to assume that the procurements are partitioned into a

high-uncertainty group, and a low-,incertainty group. The first effect

of difference is found by comparing contracts in the two groups that

are performed at one sharing proportion. Since, at the same sharing

proportion, risks are greater in the high-uncertainty group, it may

be expected that the average rate of profit is also greater in that

group. Some difference in average profit should appear at each shar-

ing , portion, from the lowest to the highest. Tne second effect of

differing degrees of cost uncertainty concerns the size of the spread

between average profitability of contracts in the two groups. One

expects this spread to be larger, the higher the sharing proportion.

The reason for expecting this pattern is that the risk premium is

only one component of the profit. At low sharing proportions, the

risks are low in both groups, so differences in the level of risk will

lead to comparatively small differences in profit. At higher sharing

proportions, the risk premium accounts for a much larger component

of profit, and differences in risk can, therefore, cause a greater

spread between the profits in the two groups.

These effects exemplify the limitations of cross-section analysis.

This suggests that the relationship between the sharing proportion and

profit is different for different groups of contracts. This difference

suggests that the preferred sharing proportion may be different for the

two groups. Cross-section analysis, however, estimates only a single

relationship between the sharing proportion and profit--the average of

the relationship holding in the two groups. And from it is derived only



a single preference sharing proportion, ono that is probably not

suited exactly to either group. What can be done about this situa-
tion? The answers follow the general line of argument set forth above.

One possibility is to refine the analysis by treating these two
groups separately. In practice, this particular refinement may be a
substantial contribution to the success of the analysis, but in prin-
ciple it does very little to eliminate the sources of potential non-

comparability among procurements. There remain many shades of un-
certainty finer than the two broad categories of "development" versus
"production," and there are many factors other than uncertainty that
account for differences among contracts. Obviously not all such factors
can be included in even a highly refined model. The question is, how

much refinement is needed?

One answer is to see what improvement could be achieved by suit-

ably refining the model. Consider the relationship between the sharing
proportion and the level of profit, and suppose it is contemplated to
divide the procurements studied into two uncertainty groups. The points
in Figs. 3 to 5 describe three hypothetical sets of data, showing the
profit achieved in each of a number of (hypothetical) contracts.
The points are plotted against the sharing proportion at which the
contract is performed. The line RR' in Fig. 3 shows the average re-
lationship between the level of profit achieved and the sharing pro-
portion. The success of this relationship in explaining the observed
data points may be gauged by comparing RR' to the horizontal line HH',
which is derived by assuming that the sharing proportion has no affect
on profit. It is obvious cI,ý by some measure, the average distance
of the points from line RR' is less than their average distance from
HIH'. The ratio of these average distances (using mean square measure)
is called the correlation coefficient, and it indicates how successful
the relationship RR' is in explaining the observed data. If this cor-
relation coefficient is low, it may be raised by adding new explanatory
factors to the analysis of profit, and using a new dimension to represent

Ordinarily one uses a mean square measure, and considers the
residual variance.



e ich. However, the magnitude uf th, unexplained variation--the average

d;stance of the observed points fiom RR'--mets an upper limit on further

improvement that can be achieved by refining the model. The relation-

ship QQ1 of Fig. 5, for example, clearly has less to gain foom beirg

refined than RRI.

Fig. 4 illustrates the case where dividing the contracts into two

groups is a valuable refinement. Average relationship AA' fits the

observed data poorly (about as well as RR'), whereas the use of the

two relationships BB' and CC' together accounts for almost all of the

profit variability observed in the data. if a factor as important as

risk, as illustrated in the hypothetical data of Fig. 4, is omitted

from the cress-section analysis, then there is a danger that the one

preferred sharing proportion, as it might be determined using AA', may

not be buited to any actual procurement.

One can only hope, when propu:ing a cross-section analysis, that

no initially important factor is omitted; but at least the analysis

itself yields a measure of its own success.

The alternative is to use intuition. In the exampie under dis-

cussion, this means classifying procurements into uncertainty groups

and using lower sharing proportions for the more uncertain procure-

ments. This is presumably the current basis for contracting policy,

and it may indeed be a good one. But without a formal analysis of the

kind proposed here, there is little hope of improving this policy.

HOW IMPORTANT IS PRICE MINIMIZATION IN SELECTING PREFERRED SHARING

PROPORTIONS?

The first part of this section showed how the analysis proposed

here leads to the selection of a sharing proportion at which the total

price of a hypothetical "average" procure"ment is minimized. The second

part discussed the limitations of deaiing with cross-sectional averages.

But one may Also question the notion that price minimization--even if

it can be achieved--is appropriate.

This subsection does little more than set forth a number of other

considerations that may be relevant to chosing a desirable sharing pro-

portion. It makes no attempt to determine the extent to which they

I-
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are, or are not, proper concerns of procurement policy. Some consid-

erations, If they are deemed important, lead to simple modifications

of the criterion for selecting a preferred sharing proportion; and the

modified criterion can then be used in conjunction with the data base

that is the essence of the .proposal made here. ethers relate the

selection of the sharing proportions to things we have virtually no em-

pirical information on. In these cases, further empirical work must

precede any but an intuitive judgment of their effect on the choice of

a sharing proportion.

One convideration that could lead to a simple change in selecting

the preferred sharing proportion is the question of whether the Government

is indifferent between paying out a dollar of allowable cost and a

dollar of profit. If the net effect on the Government budget, rather

than the price paid by the Department of Defense, is the desired mini-

mum, then profits should be given less weight than allowable cost, be-

cause they are taxed at a higher rate than incomes in general. Mini-

mizing

(4.1) (1 - t I)C(r) + (1 - t p)P(r),

where tI and t are the tax rates on incomes (of average composition)

and corporate profits, will yield a higher sharing proportion (r) than

minimizing

(4.2) C(r) + P(r)

as suggested at the beginning of this section. It is left for others

to decide which of these two objectives, or what combination of them,

is in fact proper for rovernment policy. It should be noted, however,

that data gathered by the method proposed here are necessary and appro-

prLate for implementing the decision, whatever it may be.

A second consideration affecting the choice of the sharing propor-

tions is that it may be possible for a company that has more than one

Government contract to shift the costs among them. Such shiftr are

desirable for the company whenever they can be made from a contract

with a high sharing proportion to one with a low sharing proportion.
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Nothing is known about the possible extent of such practices, but if

they are important, that would be a reason for having the sharing ar-

rangements on all contracts (including CPFF and FFP contracts) more

similar than tUey might otherwise be.

A third reason for questioning the desirability of minimizing

prices is the possible effect this policy might have on product quality.

The contractor has an interest in doing high quall., work, but higher

quality also means higher costs. In a CPFF situaLion, the contractor's

reputation in best served by providing those aspects of quality that

.ie believes the Government will find worth their cost; and by omitting

improvements that increase cost by more than their value to the

Government. In this situation, the Government is delegating its

decisions to balance quality against cost, and there is no reason to

assume that the authority is being exercised by a contractor whose in-

terests conflict with those of the Government." But this concurrence

of objectives is achieved only in CPFF contracts where the Government

pays the full cost of whatever improvements it gets. When cost incen-

tives are introduced, the contractor must bear part of the cost of what-

ever improvements he makes in the quality of the product. Then he in-

cludes only those aspects of quality that are worth more to him--that

is, in terms of good customer relations--than they actually cost him.

Since the out-of-pocket cost to the contractor for this quality he

provides is directly proportional to the sharing rate, the higher

'Quality can be varied to the extent that the product is not com-

pletely specified in the original contract. Even if the Government must
approve all engineering designs in detail, the contractor has-consider-
able discretion about what he submits.

+tActually, the contractor may be more interested i' quality than
cost, This is especially true of developmental wozk, in thich the pros-
pects for follow-on procurement (a production contract),depend upon
qualLty and in which the development costs, once incurred, do not affect
the production costs relevant to follow-on procurement decisions. This
argument may help explain the persistent tendency Loward large overruns
on CPFF contracts.

ttThis argument is correct even if the original cost target in-

cludes an estimate for the cost of the aspects of quality in question.
Once the target is set, the contractor's profit is 20 cents lower (at
20-percent sharing) for each dollar of cost incurred; and this is as
much the case in the range of substantial underruns as it is if other
overruns have whittled thle profit to near zero.
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the sharing proportion, the lower the quality is likely to be. (These

considerations are perhaps one of the major reasons for combining cost

incentives with performance incentives.) If strong incentives do have

an adverse effect on quality, then the sharing proportion should be

set lower than it otherwise would be. Without fully investigating the

magnitude of this adverse effect, nothing more specific can be recom-

mended. Again, to reach a correct result it is nersssary to balance

the adverse effects of cost incentives on quality against their favorable

effects on cost; and the empirical estimates proposed here are there-

fore still essential.

A fourth reason for questioning the policy of seeking price mini-

mization on each procurement action is that this approach focuses undue

attention on short-run gains. For a contract in the development stage

or the beginning of the production stage, it may be more important to

induce behavior that will lead to the lowest costs during the bulk of

the production run. Lower production costs can be achieved by designing

the end product so that it is cheaper to make (for given performance

features), or by improving the production process itself. These achieve-

ments may be treated exactly as changes in quality, and the preceding

analysis suggests that the sharing proportion be kept low to increase

the prospect of obtaining them. On early production contracts, however,

a further consideration suggests the opposite result. Even if price

minimization is a suitable goal, the Government is not indifferent in

the short run between paying a dollar of allowable cost and paying a

dollar of profit. Cost savings at the beginning of a series of pro-

duction contracts will be repeated in later contracts; whereas the

additional profit needed to induce them is a one-time expense. There-

fore, the Government should be willing to pay somewhat more *.an one

dollar of allowable cost saved, provided that follow-on production is

expected. Increasing tLe weight attached to cost, relative to the weight

given profit, leads to the selection of a higher sharing proportion.

1 This argument holds only if the adverse effect is strong enough

to cause the omission of aspects of quality the Government is willing
to pay for. Incentives may be necessary precisely to impair quality--
i.e., to dissuade the contractor from introducing improvements that the
Government feels are not worth their cost.

4,I
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(The result is the same as in the case where profits are weighted less

owing to a higher tax rate.) A decision involving this consideration

requires: first, further investigation to determine the correct weight

assigned to cost savings relative to higher profits; and second, the

empirical information that this Memorandum proposes.

The four considerations discussed above are not an exhaustive

list of the relevant factors for selecting a preferred sharing pro-

portion. They do, however, indicate that a variety of things must

be considered when making this selection. And in each case, it is

also clear that the effect of incentives on cost cannot be disre-

garded. Whatever objectives are desired, the price of achieving them

through cost incentives must be considered when deciding how strongly

they be sought.

THE PLACE OF COST INCENTIVES IN THE FRAMEWORK OF PROCUREMENT POLICY

The obvious message of the preceding part is that preferred

cost incentives cannot be selected solely for their impact on allowable

cost performance; there are other facets of contractor behavior where

the effects of cost incentives also appear to be relevant. A better

interpretation of this state of affairs is that cost incentives are

only one of the instruments needed to guide contractor behavior; and

that other instruments must be devised to help shape the actions of

contractors.

One class of Instruments that is frequently discussed, and some-

times used, comprises performance incentives. Such incentives make

the amount of profit paid to a contractor depend upon certain character-

istics of the product. An example is an arrangement to increase profit

by $2,000 for each mile per hour by which the maximum speed of an air-

craft exceeds some target level. The use of performance incentives

t A suggestion for studying the effect of incentives now (in

the current contract) on coi-s later (in follow-on production),
concerns learning curves. Particular attention might be devoted to
points on a single learning curve where the sharing proportion
changes.
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to encourapiý work of high quality can be combined with the use of

cost incentives to encourage control of aliowable costs, and helps

free the sharing proportion for this !atter role, to which it is

best suited.

Incentive arrangements of all kinds help control the performance

of specific contractors in specific procurement situations. Their

purpose is thus to achieve the 'vst possible results on each contrect

let. This goal, although important, is not the only aspect of pro-

curemzent policy. A more basic area in which it may be possible to

improve the weapons acquisition process is that of deciding what. con-

tracts should be let, and to whom they should be let. Two issues

arise here.

The first is how to slice the entire acquisition process for one

weapon into a sequence of manageable procurement contracts. The role

of coit incentives at each stage may depend upon the way this division

is accomplished. For example, the Government might carry design cumpe-

tition for a new product up through the construction of a prototype.

If the production contract is always given to the successful designer,

the Government would find it essential to impose very strong cost in-

centives to hold down the costs of the :rototype development contracts.

Each contractor would be like!y to accept these incentives, viewing

them as rules of a game from which he can withdraw if his plans become

more difficult to fulfill than he expected. The situation would be

quite different from the present arrangement, in which the contractor

is virtually committed to reaching the design objective, whatever its

cost; he is therefore unwilling to accept the responsibility of paying

a substantial part of that cost, as strong incentives would require him

to do.

The second issue is deciding who should receive the procurement

slices. In the absence of competitive bidding on a firm-fixed-price

basis, choosing a vendor is a difficult proposition. If the product

can be precisely defined, the Government presumably wants the lowest

cost supplier. But the targets of an incentive contract are a poor

indicator of what the final price is likely to be. Indeed, if the

sharing proportion is low enough, one can make a strong case that the
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apparently high bidder will yield a low final price, and vice versa.

The use of cost incpntLves on each individual contract cannot, there-

fore, be undertaken without some consideration of their role in the

process of choosing a contractor.

Delving deeper into the problems of weapons acquisition policy,

we may note that the questions of how to slice and apportion the pro-

curement cake have answers that depend to some extent upon the structure

of the defense industry. Policies that alter this structure wilt change

the context in which the two narrower questions are answered, and thus

affect the role that cost incentives play in the answers.

Finally, procurement policy as a whole must be formulated with

respect to some general notions about the -ypes of weapons that are

being acquired. In particular, the desirable way of organizing the

defense industry must be based on this consido-ation. And it should

also be noted that information from the more detailed levels of pro-

curement policy must be fad back into the process for selecting weapons,

because this information helps to define the alteri,.ýives available.

Carrying the analysis of procurement policy back to its foundations

makes cost incentives appear as a marginal and not very significant part

of the total structure, meaningful only in relation to the particular

members supporting them. Indeed they are. But it should also be re-

membered that considerable effort and time must be spent before the

entire structure can be rebuilt. Meanwhile, changes in some of the

smaller parts--the only changes that are feasible in the short run--may

contribute to the beauty and usefulness of the entire edifice.

tFor a complete presentation of the argument, see McCall, op. cit.
tBickner, op. cit.
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APPENDIX

This Appendix presents a formal mathematical model correspond-

ing to the analysis given in the main parts of the text of the Memo-

randum. Where the formulation of this model follows the text closely,

no attempt is made to repeat the discussion given there. Those as-

pects of the model that extend the textual formulation, or specify

it in greater detail, are treated more fully here.

The model described in Sec. II is presented first. The pos-

sibilities for refining this model are then noted. Finally, the

treatment of adjusted targets is presented in more detail and with

greater precision than was possible in the brief discussion at the

end of Sec. III,

Notation is carried over from the text to the Appendix wherever

possible. One exception is that subscripts denoting a sharing pro-

portion are now written explicitly as arguments of a function; thus,

P and C1 5 become P (r) and C (15), etc. This change frees the

subscript to be an index designating the successive procurement con-

tracts, numbered (i 1 1, 2, ... , n), subject to study. The actual

profit fee received on the i th contract (P 1 ) is related to the targets

(P.i C1 ) the sharing proportion (ri, a decimal fraction), and the

allowable cost outcome (C.) ',y the formula

(1) P. P (Pi + r C.) - riCi.
1. 1 i i

It is next assumed that the profit and cost targets depend upon

the sharing proportion. More precisely, the expression Si(r), the

standard observable measure of a contract size, determined from a

single pair of cost and profit targets, is taken as an unknown function

of: the sharing proportion; the size of the contract--represented by

the yet unknown Ni; and possibly other factors denoted by the single

variable u (which may be considered a vector). This gives

P (r) + rC*(r)
r + .085 Si(r) = f(Nir'ui)"
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Data that will be obtained under the proposal in the text are

sufficient for estimating both the function f(,) and the set of

norms Ni (i - is 2p ... , n). This is possible because two or more

target pairs are negotiated (at different sharing proportions) for

each procurement. One easy way to estimate f(*) and the norms

simultaneously is to specify f(-) as Nig(r,ui), and then fit

(3) log Si(r) - log f(Niru.) - log N. + log g(r,u )

If g(-) is specified so that simple regression in the logarithmic

form is possible, then the norms are obtained by analysis of covari-

ance. The regression coefficients of g(-) are common to all procure-

ments, but a separate constant (the norm Ni) is fitted for the several

sets of targets applying to the I th contract. More complicated

shapes for the function f(-) may be specified, of course, but it

is pointless to discuss this function further until some data become

available; then empirical analysis will rep k Priori theorizing.

Once the set of norms has been obtained, the outcomes of the

contracts can be analyzed. It is assumed that the expected profit

and allowable cost outcomes, each expressed as a fraction of the

norm, are functionally related to the sharing proportion (ri) at

which the contract was performed:

P.
(4) L -h(ri,u)

N. j

Ci
(5) - d(riui)

3.1

It is again pointless to speculate about the exact shapes of these

functions. However, it must also be noted that the functional forms

should not be selected without recognizing the importance of these forms

for further analysis.

tThe unnecessary extra degree of freedom is removed by specifying,

say, g(O.20, i ) - 1, where i is scae average of the values taken on by
the ui(i 1, '2, ... , a).



The functions h(-) and d(.) will be used to determine the sharing

proportion at which the expected total price, given by

Ct PI
(6) - + N N - d(r, ,ui) + h(r,,ui)

is a minimum. If both d(') and h(.) are linear functions of the sharing

proportion, this minimum must occur either at r - 0 or at the highest

permissible sharing proportion (unless by a freakish accident the co-

efficients of r are exactly equal in magnitude and opposite in sign, in

which case the expected total price is independent of the sharing pro-

portion). This conclusion may indeed be justi fLed by the data--if linear

relationships are the best fitting representations of h(') and d(.)--

but it is not one that should be blundered into on the generally com-

mendable, but here misapplied, principle that a simple linear relation-

ship is least complicated and therefore best. It is, therefore, strongly

suggested that quadratic, logarithmic, or exponential representations

of d(-) and/or h(.) be tried at some point in the analysis.'

The model described by Eqs. (1) to (6) corresponds to the presen-

tation in Sec. II of the text. The presence of the term u as an argu-

ment of the functions f(-), g(.), h(.), and d(.) suggests that refine-

ments are possible. In particular, variables other than the sharing

proportion may be included in (4) and (5) as determinants of the ex-

pected profit and cost outcomes. Among the other factors that might

affect profit or cost expectations are contract size, measured as a

fraction of the firm's annual sales volume, and the contractor identity.

If data on enough contracts are collected, it may be possible to esti-

mate the effects of these variables. Otherwise, their possitle influ-

ences must be disregarded.

It would also be possible to fit a single relationship

(7) - + !L = T-W t(ri,ui,

This would presumably be nonlinear, and its minimum could be found di-
rectiy. However, it would not provide the information about effects of
the sharing proportion on cost and profit separately.

I
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Finally, consider the method for dealing with adjusted targets.

The adjustment process consists essentially of negotiating for each con-

tract (I - 1, 2, ... , n) a single adjusted standard size Si, which is

applicable at the sharing proportion r... Equation (2) or (3) cannot be

used to fLt both the adjusted norms (N!) and the shapes of function

f(.) or g(.), because the estimation of the constants NI(I - 1, 2, ... , n)

uses up all of the degrees of freedom in the data. However, if f(.) or

g(.) has been estimated from data obtained by negotiating unadjusted

targets, Eq. (2) or (3) can be solved for N., giving

(8) N9= Si
i g(riu s )

or some more complicated expression.

Use of (8) to define the adjusted norms disregards differences be-

tween the average behavior of all contractors, as described in g(-),
th

and the response of the i contractor to the sharing proportion. It

differs from the criterion

N! N
(9) 1i I

S! - S (ri
i

because the right-hand side of Eq. (9) is not exactly equal to

I/g(ri,ui), owing to the presence of random variation that cannot all

be captured in the function g(-). Equation (9) is, therefore, consid-

ered a better way to determine adjusted norms.

But it too can be questioned, because it does not take into account

the possibility that the sharing proportion, which is already known, may

affect the negotiation of adjusted targets. To allow for this possi-

bility we assume that the expected adjustment ratio (Si/SI) is indepen-

dent of the sharing proportion (rI). (This is a valid assumption if the

sharing proporcion (ri) was originally chosen randomly with respect to

all the other interesting characteristics of the procurement.) To ver-

ify it, let _ take on whatever values (0.10, 0.20, 0.25, etc.) are used

as sharing proportions, and define K by

Ut
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S-r

(10) K a si
ilr - ul si

Also define

S!
(ll1 K= -

Note that K, which is also the (weighted) average of K , is the best

estimate of the expected adjustment ratio, To test whether the observed

adjustments are in fact independent of the sharing proportion, use anal-

ysis of variance to see whether the group means (Ku, for u = 0.10, 0.20,

etc.) are significantly different from the population mean (K).

If there ate significant differences, they are evidence that the

sharing proportion itself affects the size of this ratio. In that case,

this effect can be removed by divi&di-,•. he observed adjustment ratio

(S'/S ) by the correction factor (K C.i') to obtain a normalized adjust-
i ir

ment ratio. This modification produces

(lz Ni Si~s (rL/•)(T/(12) Nj N (zi -

r.).
t"

which differs from (9) only by the introduction of the normalizing term.

tAn equivalent, and probably better, result can be obtained by re-

gressing the observed adjustment ratios against the sharing proportLon,
to obtain a function k(-) defined by

(13) SiL . k(r) + error terms.
S (rii

[This is equivalent to regressing the K against u, to obtain a smooth
relationship instead of a scattering of group means.] The regression
coefficients of k(.) are then tested, presumably by a likelihood ratio
test, against the null hypothesis that k(-) is a constant. If k(.) dif-
fers significantly from the constant K, then k(r )/K is used to correct
the observed adjustment ratios in exactly the sa~e way the (Kr /1) was
used in Eq. (12).

• i
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